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Tuition • InCreaSes to fund M-W faculty pay hike 
By BOB DICKINSON 
Marshall-Wythe stude nts 
may soon find themselves paying 
for a 12 percent increase in law 
professors' salaries if a budget 
amendment p roposed by 
President Tim Sullivan passes 
the Virginia General Assembly. 
Instead of coming from the 
state's General Fund, Sullivan 
has proposed a surcharge on law 
students' t uition of 
approximately $500. 
Acting lawschool Dean Dick 
Williamson eA'"{)ects the tuition 
increase to be implemented over 
two years. It is likely that the 
surcharge would be borne 
equally by in-state and out-of-
-tate students. 
U nder Governor Douglas 
Wilder's current budget 
prop sal, non-law facu Ity would 
receive a two-percent increase. 
According to the College's 
Office of Planning and 
Institutional R esearch, law 
professors are the highest paid 
members of the College faculty. 
Full professors are paid $85,231, 
while associate professors 
receive $62,619, . and assistant 
professors make $55,000 
annually. The comparable 
salaries for Arts and Sciences 
faculty are $63, 142, $47,-n3, and 
$33,756. 
Evon Ruzecki, professor at 
the Virginia Institute of Marine 
Sciences (VIMS) and president 
of the Faculty Assembly 
acknowledges that William and 
Mary law professors are paid 
See MO' MONEY, page 10 
Public Honor Code trial held; M-W student acquitted 
By PAULA HANNAFORD 
Following an Honor Code 
investigation and a public trial on Dec. 
19,1992, Kevin Kroner (3L) was acquitted 
of charges that he cheated on Professor 
John Donaldson's Dec. 9, 1992, Trusts 
and Estates examination. According to 
the accusation fi led with the Honor 
Council, H eather Sue Ramsey (3L) 
suspected Kroner of cheating when she 
saw books and papers on his desk during 
the closed-book exam. 
According to Kroner, Donaldson was 
not convinced of Kroner's innocence by 
the evidence offered during the trial and 
informed Kroneron lan. 12thathewould 
receive a failing grade for the class. 
Kroner appealed the grade to Acting 
Dean Dick Williamson, after which 
Donaldson changed his mind and entered 
a grade of B minus for Kroner. Both 
Ramsey and Donaldson have declined 
to comment on the case. 
the matter, Kroner expressed great 
dissatisfaction both with procedural flaws 
in the Honor System and with 
Donaldson's lack of confidence in the 
Honor Council's verdict. He also 
expressed his gratitude for the "incredible 
amount of support from the student body. 
When the chips were down, people really 
came through for me." 
have been open to the public. Normally, 
Honor Code proceedings are kept in 
strictest confidence unless the accused 
specifically requests a public trial. 
According to Honor Council Chief 
Justice Susanna Broaddus (3L), the 
purpose of confidentiality is to protect 
the accused. 
Kroner cited as his primary reason 
First public trial 
Although happy with the outcome of 
Prior to Kroner s trial, no Honor Code 
trial in the history of M -W is known to 
See ACCUSED, page 24 
New financial aid policy planned 
By KIRSTIN MUELLER 
The Financial Aid Office has 
announced the implementation 
of two major policy changes for 
the 1993-94 school year. The 
Stafford Loan allowance will 
increase from $7,500 to $8,500, 
and students will be able to 
borrow up to $10,000 through 
the Supplemental Loan to 
Students (SLS). The 1992-93 
maximum for SLS is $4,000. In 
addition, all graduate and 
professional school studentswill 
automatically qualify as 
independent for financial aid 
purposes beginning in 1993. 
New Congressional 
legislation authorized the 
expansion of the Stafford and 
SLS Loan programs. The new 
policy takes effect on June 1, 
1993, for undergraduates. 
However, the additional funds 
will not be available for graduate 
students until the spring 1994 
semester. Students may not 
apply for Stafford loans of more 
than $7,500 in the fall. They 
must submit separate 
applications after Oct. 1 to 
receive the additional $1,000. 
Each Stafford Loan is 
administered in two 
disbursements per loan period. 
$500 will be disbursed at the 
beginning of the spring semester 
and the remaining $500 in the 
middle of the semester, which 
may be inconvenient to many 
students. 
The present interest rate for 
Stafford Loans is 6.94 percent, 
See NO MONEY, page24 
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Out of Our Heads 
No one could dispute that our faculty are under-paid as 
compared with their counterparts at other law schools, and that 
in order to attract and keep high-qualityprofessors, the salaries 
must remain competitive. But President Sullivan's decision to 
increase law students' tuition overlooks another important 
virtue of Marshall-Wythe--it's CHEAP! 
For many students, the cost of attending M-W made it a 
particularly attractive option when they were shopping for a law 
school. In fact, a lot of us may not have been able to go to law 
school at all, at least not one of M -W's caliber, without such an 
affordable alternative. 
Some may argue, as Sullivan seems to think, that $500 a year 
is not all that much more to pay, and students won't even notice 
the increase. For those ofus who live from semester to semester 
on government loans, however, the increase will add up. We'll 
be so indebted by the time we graduate that $1,500 won't make 
that much difference, right? You bet it will, especially when you 
consider the accumulated interest. 
Add in the eJ..1remely dim job market, and some of us are 
beginning to question (if we haven't for a while now) our 
decision to leave well paying jobs to come Jo law school in the 
first place. 
Sure, our facuJty deserve more. And the state shouJd come 
up with it rather than placing the burden on student's already 
over -burdened budgets. 
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From the Editor's Des1~ ... 
February is Black History 
Month, and by coincidence, this 
month we mourn the closing of 
an important chapter in that 
History--the death of Thurgood 
Marshall. 
As the first African-
American to sit on the Supreme 
Court, Marshall served as a 
justice for 24 years, from 1%7 to 
1991, and in that time wrote 
more than 300 majority 
opinions. But he is perhaps most 
well remembered for his bold 
performance before his 
appointment as an advocate in 
Brown v. Board of Education . 
Indeed, Marshall's 
unprecedented performance, 0 
convinced the entire Court to 
decide in favorof desegregation. 
With this single case, Marshall 
ushered in the civil rights era 
and dispelled the separate but 
equal doctrine. Ascontroversial 
as the issue was at the time, it is 
hard to imagine what our society 
wouJd be like now without that 
decision. 
Regarding his fellow leaders 
To the Editor: 
To say that I am outraged is 
a gross understatement. In case 
you missed it late last semester, 
an Honor Code Trial took place. 
What made this trial so 
eA1raordinarywas the factthat it 
even occurred. The trial was 
based on an accusation by one 
student against the other of 
cheating on an exam. 
The basis of the "indictment" 
was that a student had taken an 
exam in a locked room with a 
signonthedoorthatread, "Keep 
Out Exam In Process." The 
other pieces of evidence were 
that the accused had his closed 
books and notes on the desk in 
the room and when the accuser 
knocked on the door she heard 
the sound of papers rustling, 
although the door was opened 
almost immediately after 
knocking. At no time did the 
accuser EVER say she saw the 
accused cheating. It was the 
much more dastardly act of 
creating the perfect opportunity 
to cheat. 
On this information a panel 
of three justices found probable 
cause to believe that a student 
had cheated and ordered a trial. 
Correct me if I'm wrong on 
this one, but doesn't the Honor 
Code give us the opportunity to 
create foolproof cheating 
environs? The foundation of 
the Honor Code is trust. We are 
trusted to take our exams 
in the civil rights movement, 
Marshall said he believed in the 
right of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
J r. to exercise civil disobedience, 
but he also believed in King's 
right to go to jail for doing so. In 
addition, while Marshall thought 
King was a great civil rights 
leader, he said that King ''wasn't 
worth diddly squat" as an 
organizer. 
Marshall never got along 
with Malcolm X. "I just don't 
believe that everything that's 
black is right and everything 
that's white is wrong. I think 
that anybody in their right mind 
knows it, and that's what they 
were preaching." In fact, 
Marshall and Malcolm X 
disagreed so strongly that when 
Malcolm X repeatedly tried 
before his death to make amends 
with Marshall, Marshall told him 
to "go to hell." 
Appointed by John F. 
Kennedy, Marshall blamed then 
Attorney General Bobby 
Kennedy for slowing the civil 
rights movement. He said 
Letters 
anywhere we feel comfortable 
on our honor that we will not 
cheat. Ourowncollectivemoral 
conscience is thus superior to 
any petty attempts to monitor 
our examinations. Such 
patronization would degrade the 
trust given to us by the Honor 
Code. 
I don't fault the person who 
made the accusation. She did 
what she thought was the right 
thing to do. I do find the Honor 
Council's decision to go ahead 
with a trial morally 
contemptible. Even the most 
ardent prosecutor won't go 
forward with a trial until they 
establish a prima facie case that 
a criminal offense has been 
committed. But at least there a 
judge or the Grand Jury is 
around to protect the accused. I 
know I'll sleep better knowing 
that the Honor Council is so 
diligent in its protection of the 
students. 
Having helped prepare the 
defense in the case it may be 
said that I am biased. I am 
biased because not only do I 
believe the accused, there was 
NO evidence of cheating. Trust 
me, it wasn't too tough a case to 
help defend, especially with the 
efforts of my co-counsels at trial, 
who were brilliant by all 
accounts. 
See OUTRAGED, page 15 
Kennedy "was primarily 
interested in getting the 
President reelected," and 
constantly urged JFK to delay 
civil rights decisions. 
At Marshall's funeral, Chief 
Justice William H. Rehnquist 
gave a eulogy in which he 
recalled how Marshall told 
stories, often humorously, of his 
younger days as a lawyer in the 
racist South. "Butthey also gave 
a sense of what he had been up 
against. . . . His forays to 
represent his clients required not 
only diligence and legal skill but 
physical courage of a high 
order," Rehnquist said. 
If President Clinton has the 
opportunity to nominate 
someone for the Court during 
his term, he will be hard-pressed 
to find someone with the 
character and determination of 
Marshall. Such qualities as 
Marshall embodied may never 
be seen again, and will be sorely 
missed. 
Some information obtained 
from The Washington Post 
To the Editor: 
In 1991 I graduated from the 
College of William and Mary 
with a degree in government, a 
minor in Spanish, and the 
realization that I was now 
completely on my own. 
Searching for a meaningful 
career in a tight job market, I am 
one of many graduates utilizing 
eve!)'conceivable avenue to find 
that career. 
Ona recent visitto the Office 
of C'AUeer Services I came across 
a most disturbing job vacancy 
announcement. State Farm 
Insurance Company will be 
interviewing on Feb. 17, 1993, 
for an underwriting trainee. The 
large letters atop the 
announcement read 
"SUMMER MINORITY 
INTERN." 
To harp on the ravages of 
disc.,limination or the ethics of 
preferential treatment is not my 
intention while writing this letter. 
I merely want to express how I 
feel. My immediate reactions 
were those of surprise and 
bewilderment. After consuJting 
a career services worker, those 
feelings turned to dismay. I was 
being told, in bold print and by a 
Virginia state employee, that I 
was being denied consideration 
for employment because I am 
not a minority 
-Jason P. Kahara 
E'91 
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Law school expansion visualized 
Plans for building bigger, better law school announced 
By JEFFREY REGNER auditorium, more faculty office space, 
After 18 months of planning the room for the scholarly journals and the 
Capital Construction Committee at 
Marshall-Wythe has submitted 
alternative conceptual plans for 
expansion of the law school facilities. 
The tentative plans are designed to meet 
the current and growing needs of the law 
school community. 
The formal process for approval of 
moot court program, seminar rooms, 
office space for Legal Skills firms, an 
eating facility and space for Admissions, 
Alumni and Development, and the Office 
of Career Planning and Placement. The 
five preliminary drawings were made to 
illustrate possible options for meeting 
the needs of the law school. 
the construction planning has begun at Atthe Committee's request, Mr. Fine 
the request of President Sullivan. drafted a more detailed illustrative set of 
Although there will be an expansion in drawings for the concept the Committee 
classroom space and student-use areas, thought most likely tobesuccessful. The 
sketches show a five-level library 
connected to the rest of the building on 
the existing main level and connected by 
glassed bridges on the level above. Also 
included is an auditorium which could be 
divided into four isolated classroom 
spaces and a food court which would be 
operated by an outside restaurant 
organization. According to Lederer, the 
decision to choose a plan for detailed 
illustration does not finalize which plan 
of the five, if any, will be chosen, but it 
does allow students and faculty to get a 
better idea of how the project may 
develop. 
The options will be presented to the 
student body for discussion once the dean 
search schedule permits. Capital 
Construction Committee member 
Suzanne Fitzgerald (2L) said that 
although the student organizations were 
supportive in providing input to the 
Committee, the student body in general 
was not as enthusiastic. She believes that 
there will be greater input from students 
See BIGGER, page 6 
the plansdo not anticipate any growth in .---------------------------------------------
the size of the student body. 
Five preliminary concepts were 
d ra fted by Williamsburg archi tect Dennis 
Fine of Guernseyffingle Architects, who 
volunteered his service for the project. 
The five sketches of the proposed 
addition show new con truction on the 
ea t side of the existing law school and 
renovations of existing structures. Each 
shows various arrangements of the new 
spaces including a large library addition 
and enlargement of the courtyard area. 
It is estimated that the modernization 
would cost approximately $22 million. 
Last year the Committee began 
gathering input from the law school 
community and student organizations 
who currently use law school space to 
determine the expansion need. Individual 
students were aJso encoura.ged to voice 
their opinion ' on the expansion. The 
Committee developed alternatives to 
meet these needs ba ed on the input they 
received. The tentative results were 
detailed in a Jan. 29 letter from Professor 
Fred Lederer to the student body. They 
included a new library, a 200-seat 
-.~ -
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Grad housing complex residents could get booted out 
By SARAH NEWMAN 
Residents of the graduate 
housing complex who wish to 
return to their apartments ne,,"! 
year could find a challenge 
ahead. Currently, the Office of 
Residence Life has no official 
plan on how to place complex 
tenants in their apartments. 
The Graduate Complex 
Student Council has been asked 
for its input, and is proposing a 
system by which those residents 
who wish to return to their 
apartment ne).1 semester would 
automatically be placed there, 
while students who desire to 
remain on campus but in a 
different apartment would enter 
a lottery for the remaining 
spaces. In the proposal, current 
residents would have preference 
over students who have not lived 
in the complex. 
Thedifficulties involved with 
any proposed plan are the 
limitations placed on the typeS 
of students who may live in the 
complex. For example, 60 
percent of the complex is 
reserved for law students, and 
within that group 60 percent of 
that space is reserved for first-
years. This means that current 
complex residents could face 
problems in retaining their 
spaces. While this year there 
are many empty rooms and 
apartments in the complex, 
should they grow in popularity, 
particularly with incoming 
students, there may be 
difficulties in delegating space. 
This possible complication and 
other questions about the 
logistics of assigning apartments representatives from Residence 
are what Residence Life must Life today at 7 p.m. in the 
now address. 
Complex residents with 
concerns about this situation or 
input on next year's plan should 
attend a meeting with the 
Complex Council and 
complex lounge. Those who 
cannot attend the meeting may 
contact Council co-chairs Terri 
Pulley (lL), Brett Zwerdling 
(lL), or Renee Hensley 
(Anthropology grad student.) 
Changes proposed to exam scheduling, OCPP 
By DOUG MILLER 
The SBA will submit a for-
mal proposal to the Academic 
Status Committee to consider 
revising the exam scheduling 
process so students will know 
their exam schedules at regis-
tration. Joe Cartee, SBA Presi-
dent, made the announcement 
after a lively discussion during 
the SBA's first meeting of the 
semester Jan. 27. 
The SBAalso moved quickly 
to follow up on concerns ex-
pressed about the Office of Ca-
reer Planning and Placement 
during last semester's student 
swvey. Cartee appointed Gina 
Love and Laura Livaccari (2Ls) 
to head a committee that will 
research and recommend 
changes to improve commonly 
criticized areas of the office's 
operation. 
The exam scheduling pro-
posal was supported by nearly 
every member at the well at-
tended meeting. According to 
Cartee, the reason for the cur-
rent policy has to do with avoid-
ing exam conflicts. 
"Apparently under the old 
system (exam schedule posted 
prior to registration) there was a 
huge number of conflicts," he 
said. "If they switched back now 
it wouldn't be as bad, but there 
would still be a lot of conflicts 
since they can't predict exactly 
who will register for which 
classes." 
Cartee asked for feedback 
from those at the meeting. Vir-
tually all supported the proposal. 
JennieJohnson(2L),SBATrea-
surer, said the current policy 
results in avoidable unfairness 
because "some people have one 
day to prepare while another in 
the same class might have had a 
week." But according to Cartee, 
the powers-that-be "don't buy 
that at al!." He explained that 
most faculty believe the exam 
schedule is fair enough without 
the added flexibility. 
Several committee heads and 
representatives voiced concerns 
about personal obligations after 
exams including flights home, 
job interviews, weddings, and 
other important engagements 
which had to be put on hold 
pending release of the exam 
schedule. 
The language of the proposal 
has not yet been finalized, ac-
cording to Cartee. He plans to 
present a finished proposal to 
See CHANGES, page 21 
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Supreme Court proven no friend to racial minorities 
By Vanessa Peterson 
African-Americans will celebrate 
Black History Month during February 
and reflect on the ongoing struggles of 
their people in the judicial system. 
"Since the passing of the Civil Right~ 
Act, people feel there is nothing [for 
African-Americans] to fight for now," 
said Rodney Archer (lL), "but each 
generation brings a new struggle. " Archer 
said the new struggle is to fight systematic 
discrimination. That struggle is the same 
goal African-Americans in tIllS country 
have strived for since the 1700s. 
John Nowak, visiting Lee Professor 
at the Institute ofBill of Rights Law, said 
racial inequality was imbedded in the 
Constitution and in the legal system of 
the United States for many years. 
"Certainly with or without the Bill of 
Rights it's hard, if not impossible, to view 
the original Constitution as not being a 
fundamentally flawed document in terins 
of how any just government operates in 
regards to recognizing basic equality of 
persons and citizens," he said. 
From 1787 to the 1800s the 
Constitution and the Supreme Court 
protected slave-holding and fugitive slave 
Jaws. By the late 1800s and the early 
1900s, Nowak said the Supreme Court 
struck down laws which "officially" kept 
racial minorities off juries or prohibited 
their purchase of land, but with the same 
pen supported the "separate but equal" 
doctrine. 
Nowak explained that during tbeearly 
1900s the Supreme Court invalidated 
Congress' attempts to protect the 
"freedmen." This "cut the heart out" of 
civil rights acts passed after the civil war. 
He added that laws protecting the 
freedmen would have limited the number 
of lynchings in the country. Nowak 
concluded that the Supreme Court can 
only be considered a friend to racial 
minorities if one excludes decisions 
before the 19308. Only from about 1954 
until now has the Supreme Court been 
concerned with protecting racial 
minorities, he said. 
Fred Gray, civil rights attorney for 
Martin Luther King, Jr. and Rosa Parks 
in the bus boycott in Montgomery, Ala, 
agreed with Nowak's views regarding 
African-Americans and the legal system. 
African-Americans realize that they 
a great distance away from the goals of 
Thurgood Marshall and Martin Luther 
King, Jr. "I don't think that we've even 
begun to scratch the surface as far as 
doing away with economic 
discrimination," Gray said. "Racial 
discrimination still exists but it is subtle. 
It's more difficult to prove." Gray said 
. the goal of racial equality is a ''battIe 
ground" for sharp, young legal minds. 
The plight of the African-American 
has been a long and continuing struggle. 
African-Americans seem generally to 
share the view that they need a united 
front to further progress. 
Karen Hale (3L) agreed that African-
Americans must unite. She posited that 
the first step in reaching racial equality is 
to gain racial harmony among African-
Americans. 
'We have to overcome our own 
prejudices that we have within our race, 
be it based on economics, be it based on 
skin tones, n she explained. ''TIle core of 
[African-American unity] has been the 
family and the church and now they're 
notthere. There'snothingpullingblacks 
together right now, and we are paying 
the price." 
Despite the problems of teenage 
pregnancy and "black-on-black" crime, 
many people see new horizons for 
minorities because of President Clinton's 
administration. Gray said Clinton has 
the "right attitude, enthusiasm, 
commitment and people surrounding 
him" to move minorities forward. 
Nowak addressed the future of the 
judicial branch and noted that it is hard 
to tell what kind of effect Clinton will 
have on the Supreme Court. "Itmaywell 
be in 100 years that a profe&<iOrmaytell a 
student that if you discount the period 
between 1954 and the late 198Os, the 
Supreme Court has never been a friend 
of racial minorities, and it lasted for only 
35 years." 
Dare To Drea1D 
By Bryan A. Bonner 
This poem was inspired, in part, by the words of the late, great Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. 
No matter how slow the path, how arduous the task, 
Racism, Poverty, Violence, Discrimination, Hatred 
Dare to Dream. 
Rodney beaten: LA burned, our young men dying 
Dare to Dream. 
We are the molders, the shapers, the creators of our destiny, 
Do we dare to dream? 
Do we dare to dream that American dream, 
"a dream as yet unfulfilled 
fA] dream where men f&: women] of all races, of all nationalilies, & of aU 
creeds can live together as brothe~ [&: sisters]. " 
Do we dare to dream of freedom, equality, cooperation, sharing, caring, love, & peace? 
Do we dare to dream of unity or are we doomed to a nightmare of separation? . 
Do we dare to dream of 
. "leam[ing] ~o live together as brothe~ [& sisters j or will we perish together as f~~ " 
Do we dare to dream? 
We must! For the without the dream, what is there? 
Without the dream there is no drive, no motivation, no determination. 
Without the dream, the~ is no· hope. 
Without hope there is no light; only darkness. 
keep dreaming, keep moving. 
''The ultimate measure of [ourseJves/ is not where we stimd in moments of 
comfort &: convenience, but where we SfIlnd at times of dwUe"ge &: controversy. " 
For the dream is change. Change for the better. 
A change that is slow in coming, 
But as the tides of the ~ change the mountain faces on the shore, 
So to will the dream change the mountain faces of adveI'Slity in our society. 
A change that will show aU that 
"through self~eptance & self a.IJPnriation, 
we will one day cause Ame1ica 10 see that inJegration is not an obstacle, 
but an opportunity to participate in the bexIuty of diversity. " 
A change that will bring peace. A peace ... 
"not merely [limited to/ the absence of some negative force 
-confusion, tension, WllT.-
.. but'the presence of some positive force 
. _justice goodwill, brotherhood. >1 
A change that will bring love ... 
"when I say /ove.~. 
lam not speoJdnlroJ love in a s~ or affectionate setrse. •• 
MIen 1 refer 10 love at this poinr I mean undentanding. goodwilL J' 
If we isolate'oo.c Qreams to the past, 
we fob oUrp~nt. . 
For those who qare, they . If~ fail w'Jeamfi:Om1Jie dreanJs of ~ past, 
"know fromJXlinfui experi.enc,e that I the dream lis1fever voluntarily acc'epte4 fry the . we lob: pur~ . 
oppressor. It must be denull'idid. by die oppressed. " . . ' . 
. . .. . .. sO ~(;an tOeaclt .&eveIY~ofyou, . . 
. For those who ~ to dream, the road is riot simple, nor pleasant, nor.¢asy, b~ it is difIiwIL White, BJ,adr, ~.1IispaniC; ~atift Amerkaa, .~~ . 
. . ,' u . ... ,'".. ~.:..-..... '-!I.nooI Tan ' 
But we must cO~ti.nue to move step by step, ever forward. •• ~ ~..-va., 
"lfYoucan'tfly, tUn. ... . TO dare. 
If you can't TUn;Wo:Ik. ' TrustJnGod . 
. . Ifyo~ can't.waJ!c,aawL . .BeIie\'eJn Yourself 
But by allmeam keep movil1g. " I>aft:ToDram. 
s._ .. 
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Experimentation on blacks alTIong horrors of racist past 
By VANESSA PETERSON 
A recent episode of a public 
television science show, "Nova," 
aired a documentary on the U.S. 
Public Health Service's 4O-year 
study of untreated syphilis in 
African-American males in 
Tuskegee, Macon County, Ala. 
The study began in 1932 and 
was designed to last for six 
months. The research included 
about 400 rural and uneducated 
African-American males with 
syphilis and a control group of 
200 uninfected African-
American males. 
The study lasted about 40 
years, with known syphilis cases 
going untreated 30 years after 
the discovery of penicillin. The 
government conducted the 
research without the consent of 
the participants. Signs were 
posted around the county 
advertising free medical 
treatment in an area where 
people could not otherwise 
afford to see doctors. 
Sandra Adkins, a public 
health nurse at the James City 
County Health Department, 
said untreated syphilis causes 
lesions on the aorta, resulting in 
death or serious disabilities. 
But she noted that in the third or 
fourth week of infection the 
lesions will disappear and stay 
in latency from five years to a 
lifetime. It is possible that many 
participants were not aware that 
they were still infected. 
Besides free medical 
I Am What Men Called Power 
By Sherman Toppin 
I rose uncalled to tread a pool of bigot scholars, 
Walked the waters of their oppressive knowledge, 
Unsinking, and dry to their white reason, 
In history text and legal journals, 
While diluting them with truth, 
And hymns of strength. 
I forced them to bend their backs in involuntary admiration, 
And bear the stripes of my knowledge, 
Assuring them that my people were not going to wait, 
Until they decided the Negro 5hould k equal. 
They fought, but called me power. 
I ripped from prejudice men what they withhold most, 
Their pride, 
By shredding their white sheets of hate, 
With brash confrontations of Negro faith and strength, 
Then kicked them out of their shabby homes of ignorance, 
Leaving them no place to hide from truth, 
And justice, but quiver under the arms of unjust laws, 
While I stood before them in peaceful protest. 
They fought, but called me power. 
Such a threat was I to the fragile, ill-won power 
Of the American goverrunent, 
And such a fear did I inspi.re in their hearts 
That we might overcome 
That we might be equal 
That we might be free 
They pulled the trigger to bring me down. 
They rejoiced but called me power. 
"treatment," there were other 
incentives for participants in the 
study, including $100 burial 
stipends that were offered to the 
families of the deceased 
participants to secure the bodies 
at death for autopsy results. 
Fred Gray, civil rights 
attorney and attorney in the 
Tuskegee syphilis case, said the 
people in rural Alabama were 
not aware of what was happening 
in their community. Assistance 
from the government with 
medical treatment seemed like 
an ideal thing for poor people. 
Results of the Tuskegee 
syphilis study appeared in 
various medical journals, but 
were not available to the general 
public. The study was not 
exposed until a public health 
service worker informed an 
Associated Press reporter of the 
study, and the storysubsequently 
made its way to the papers. 
Gray said Charlie Pollard, a 
participant in the study, 
contacted him as a result of the 
newspaper story and filed suit. 
The government settled the case 
out of court for more than $9 
million. The judgment was 
distributed among the 
participants and/or heirs of 
deceased participants. 
Gray said he was 
disappointed in the amount of 
the settlement but there were "a 
lot of major legal issues 
involved." He pointed to 
problems with the statute of 
limitations, the Federal Torts 
Claims Act and class action 
proceedings. The government's 
failure to produce, through 
discovery, the early papers of 
the study in order to show how it 
started was the turning point in 
the litigation and resulted in the 
settlement. Documents of the 
study beginning in 1932 were 
found in the national archives 
after the government said their 
records only started in 1939. 
Sidney Olansk.-y, an Atlanta 
doctor who participated in the 
study, declined to be 
interviewed. 
The documentary was 
informative, according to 
Stephanie Coleman (3L). She 
said the show revealed that the 
researchers selected African-
Americans for the experiment 
because African-American 
males were thought to be more 
tolerant due to their physical 
make-up and were also thought 
to be more promiscuous. 
"I already knew about the 
Tuskegee syphilis study, but I 
didn't know all of the details," 
she said. "I didn't understand 
why so many blacks participated 
in hurting other blacks." 
Coleman referred to the fact 
that the Tuskegee Institute (now 
Tuskegee University) provided 
the facilities for the study and 
Eunice Rivers, an African-
American nurse in Macon 
County, served as the liaison 
between the research doctors 
and the participants. 
Officials at the Tuskegee 
Institute were not aware of the 
details of the experiment. "They 
knew that theywere getting a lot 
of money and attention from 
the government and thought 
that this was good," Coleman 
said. "I'm totally disappointed 
in the nurse because she knew 
everything that was going on and 
she still helped." 
Gray said he was shocked 
when the news of the study came 
out. "It was pathetic that while 
I was doing all of the civil rights 
litigation [for Martin Luther 
King, Jr. and Rosa Parks}, I did 
not realize until [the study was 
publicized] came out that right 
in my own city and county we 
had this horrendous human 
experimentation going on and 
we didn't know about it." 
Even in the present, one day of-every year, they call me power 
They even agreed to commemorate the day they shot me. Don't forget to buy your Valentine(s) a lovely flower or mylar balloon. 
BLSA will accept orders for the hanging-file surprises till Thursday 
Weekly: 
Feb. 1-11: 
Feb.S: 
Feb. 9: 
Black History Month Calendar 
Theme: "It's Not Just a Month; We Live it Every Day!" 
Black Facts Bulletin Board 
Decoration of the Law School Lobby Showcase 
Valentine's Day FlowerlBalloon Sale. Law School Lobby. 
University Black HIStory Month Observance: Gloria Naylor, . 
Author, The Women of Brewster Place, et. al. Phi Beta Kappa 
Hall. 8 p.m. (free). 
Tercentenary Lecture Series: Henry Louis Gates, Chairman, 
Afro-American Studies Department, Harvard University. Phi 
Beta Kappa Hall. 8 p.m. (free). 
Feb. 10: 
Feb. 16: 
Feb. 18: 
Feb. 20: 
Feb. 21: 
Feb. 23: 
Feb. 24: 
Panel Discussion: "The Legacy of Thurgood Marshall." 
Professors M. Gerhardt and M. Spencer. Guest: Oliver W. Hill, 
Esq., Marshall colleague in all major desegregration cases, 
including Brown v. Board of Education. Room 119,6 p.m. 
Movie: "Daughters of the Dust." Room 124,7-9 p.m. 
Speaker: Judge Birdie Jamison. Romm 124,6 p.m. 
BLSALawDay 
Anniversary of the Assassination of Malcolm X 
Movie: "Eyes on the Prize." Room 124, 7-9 p.m. 
The History of Black Music. Details TBA 
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=======Law Watch-
By JOHN CROUCH 
LAWYER WHISTLE BWW-
ERS: New Yorlc's Court of Ap-
peals ruled unanimously that 
finns may not fire lawyers who 
turn in their colleagues. Judge 
Stewart Hancock wrote that 
since lawyers are "independent 
officers of the court," their du-
ties to the public and the profes-
sion are implied in their em-
ployment contracts. (US Law 
Week). 
UNCONSTITUTIONAL 
ZONING: W ashington' s 
Supreme Court ruled that a 
landmark preservation law was 
unconstitutional when applied 
to churches. The law failed 
because it burdened churches 
financially and administratively, 
and because Seattle's interest in 
architectural heritage was not 
compelling enough to restrain 
the church's right "to proclaim 
belief through architecture." 
The lawwas not content-neutral 
because it expressly let churches 
redecorate their exteriors 
seasonally. (US Law Week). 
CHILD SEIZURES: Virginia's 
ACLU filed a class action to 
overturn a law which lets social 
workers seize children from their 
homes for four days without 
pennission from any court, leav-
ing them with foster families. 
The plaintiff was kidnapped by 
a Prince William social worker 
simply for being a 10-year old 
"latchkey" child left at home for 
90 minutes each day. 
(Richmond Tunes-Dispatch). 
WOULD-BE SOLOMON: Ak-
ron, Ohio, Probate Judge Wil-
liam Spicer resolved a dispute 
between a vegetative teenager's 
divorced parents by ordering her 
feeding tubes and water cut off. 
Carla Myers, 15, wasbrain-dam-
aged in an accident last Octo-
ber. Her father wanted her kept 
alive. (Daily Press). 
GAYSINmEMILITARY: U.S. 
District Judge Terry Hatter in 
Fresno, Cal., ruled the military's 
gay ban unconstitutional. He 
ordered the Navy to reinstate 
Petty Officer Keith Meinhold, 
who had announced his homo-
sexuality on nationwide televi-
sion. (New York Tunes) . 
tours of his cannery and explain 
regulations governing food 
storage and labeling. Fitzhugh 
pleaded guilty to labeling frozen 
Pakistani crabmeat a Maryland 
product, and storing it at 56 
degrees. Prosecutor Maurice 
Nelson said Fitzhugh would be 
kept "mindful of the rules." 
(Washington Post). 
RESTRAINING BEEPER: A 
Dover, N.H., judge ordered 
Thomas Brady to wear a beeper 
which will warn his ex -wife if he 
comes within 500 feet of her 
house. (USA Today). 
SCHOOL PRAYER: The Fifth 
Circuit allowed a public high 
school's senior class to pick a 
student to deliver a prayer at 
graduation. The court noted 
that the school did not require 
the prayer, which served the 
purely secular purpose of sol-
emnizing the ceremony. (US 
Law Week). 
PRO SE MURDER WINS AC-
QunTAL: "Billionaire Boys' 
aub" founder Jay Hunt suc-
cessfully defended against one 
murder charge while serving 
time for another. Hunt em-
ployed a paralegal, investigators, 
and expert witnesses to direct 
his own defense because he 
thought his fonner lawyer did a 
poor job. Hunt hopes to retry 
his first conviction. (New York 
Tunes). 
FBI SETTLES: Black FBI 
agents dropped their suit against 
the agency, which agreed to pro-
mote and transfer 76 blacks, hire 
40, and let a federal judge su-
pervise its employment practices 
for five years. (RichmondTunes-
Dispatch). 
A PUNISHMENT THAT 
FITS THE CRIME: An Eastern 
Shore judge sentenced seafood 
dealer William Fitzhugh to lead 
schoolchildren on three annual 
UNIFORMED CARJACKERS: 
An Alexandria judge refused to 
dismiss a civil rights suit against 
D.C. policemen who claimed 
they could not have acted under 
color of law in Virginia. They 
had pulled over, arrested, hand-
cuffed and battered a motorist 
who signaled with his lights that 
he wished to pass their cruiser. 
(Vuginia Lawyers Weekly). 
Sorry Surry: Citizens nuke plant safety at public forum 
Evacuation plan inadequate 
By MARC BERNSTEIN 
On Jan. 28 the Student Environmen-
tal Action Coalition (SEAC) and Citizen 
Action for a Safe Environment (CASE) 
co-sponsored a public forum on the safety 
of the Surry Nuclear Power Plant. Ap-
proximately 250 citizens virtually filled 
the Williamsburg library theater to listen 
to the panelists present the views of their 
respective o rganizations and to ask ques-
tions regarding Surry. 
Various interests were represented 
on the panel, which consisted of: Bill 
Bryant from CASE; Mike Kansler, a Vir-
ginia Power employee and manager of 
the stat ion; Dave Christ ian, also from 
Virginia Power; Marvin SinJ...'UIe, chief of 
the Atlanta regional office of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission: and George 
U rquhart, chief of radiological prepared-
ness for the Virginia Department of 
Emergency Services. David Kleppinger, 
a Williamsburg City councilman, moder-
ated the discussion. 
Bryant spoke first and stressed the 
. recently improved relationship between 
CASE, an environmental group, and Vir-
ginia Power. He noted that CASE and 
Virginia Power still do not agree on man _. 
i5':ues but at least now they can arry t~n 
effectiw dialogue. 
lirquhart spoke nex1 and painted a 
mtlleT -onfusing picture of the state of 
emerge ney preparedness of the are a sur-
rounding the Surry plant. Bryant had 
questi n ~d the logistics of moying 
roughly 67.000 m )tor yehicles out of the 
la-mile radius which surrounds the plant. 
Urquhart plainly stated that the emer-
gency plan suggests that such an evacua-
tion can occur in under nine hours. 
The NRC representati\'e then ad-
dressed the general safety of the plant. 
Bryant had noted that plant safety had 
come under public scrutiny in 1991 be-
cause of the " radiological incident" on 1-
64 and because a study had revealed that 
the Surry facility had a 1-in-1,OOO chance 
of a core meltdown in any given year. 
Sinlwe stated that in 1988, the NRC 
placed Surry on its watch list of the few 
worst nuclear plants in the nation. 
Kans1ernoted thatthe NRC removed 
Surry from the list the following year and 
that Surry is the only plantto display such 
rapid improvement in operation and 
safety. He said that over the past three 
years, the fourunits operated by Virginia 
power, including two at Surry and two at 
the North Anna location, had operated 
at 80 percent capacity compared to a 
national average of 70 percent. 
The audience's questions plainly fo-
cused on plant safety and the adequacy 
of the evacuation plan. Regarding plant 
safety, the representatives of Virginia 
Power seemed to effectively answer the 
crowd's specific concerns. For example, 
one informed citizen asked about the 
actions the company had taken in re-
sponse to a discovery that a design flaw 
had created the possibility-that corrosion 
of certain pipes could lead to a flooding 
of the control room. Christian re:;ponded 
that 'irginia Power had conduct'd a 
"probabilistic risk .1:sc:sment" t . tudy 
areas clf potential failure not pre ·iou.-ly 
considered. \l,'hen they had identified 
the deficient piping. the company in-
stalled fl xl protecti )nshie Ids and imple-
mented vihration monitoring and admin· 
istratiye contn. Is. 
One student from \ 'irginia-Wesleyan 
clearly did not appreciate li\ing near a 
plant v.ith a J-in-1.000 chance offaiJure, 
especially after Brvam had noted that 
because Surry h uses w;o reactors, the 
probability for a meltdov..n is actually 
twice that. Christian tried to allay the 
student's fears by drav.;ng an analogy to 
a plane trip. He said " If you ask the pilot, 
'Is this plane safe?' the pilot will say 
'Yes.' If you aslk the pilot, 'Can this plane 
crash?' the pilot will say'Yes.'" Kansler 
added that a more recent and more thor-
ough analysis placed the probability at 1-
in-100,OOO, an acceptable level accord-
ing to the NRC. Bryant disagreed, put-
ting the figure at 1-in-20,OOO. 
The audience also appeared dis-
pleased with Urquhart'S depiction of the 
evacuation readiness of the area. At one 
point, Urquhart said that the Surry re-
gion is divided into zones through which 
an evacuation is carried out. He also 
noted that each resident has a responsi-
bility to know in which zone she lives. 
Kleppinger immediately polled the au-
dience and found that only about 10 
individuals knew their respective zone. 
Urquhart again took some heat when 
asked how the Department of Emer-
gency SeIVices intends to evacuate thou-
sands of William and Maty students who 
do n t own cars. He admitted that the 
BIGGER. from page 3 
once they ha 'c seen the drav. ings of the 
pos~ible additi0ns. 
Stude fit" \~ ill be a~ked to bring up any 
concern. which may have been 
o\"erk.~ked r any other comments they 
may ha\"t~. FitLg raid said she believes 
student onccrns will range from the type 
of tudy furniture in the library to the 
effect the construction v.;Il have on the 
communityatrn here ofthe law school. 
Some also w rr)" that the addition of an 
auditorium- ized classroom rna .. lead to 
larger cln;es. Lederer has emphasized 
that there i- no plan to expand cla size-
in the future . 
In addition to Lederer, faculty and 
region's resources are "fairly limited" 
and in a radiological emergency the state 
may need to caIl in transportation from 
other areas. He opined that sound eco-
nomic policy does not dictate the pur-
chase of e},:tra buses to have sitting around 
waiting fo r the unlikely occurrence of a 
fast -breaking emergency. 
Bryant then added that the lO-mile 
radius evacuation was unrealistic fo r a 
nuclear accident. If the plant needs to 
vent radioactive material into the atmo-
sphere, winds could carry the gases weIl 
outside the 10-mile zone. 
Finally, the panel offered their views 
of the future of energy consumption. 
Kansler believes that nuclear plants are 
energy efficient and environmentally safe 
and therefore should not be phased out 
in favor of alternate sources. As one 
might expect, Bryant suggested that so-
lar satellites. which are less e>.--pensive 
than nuclear plants and can provide 10 to 
20 times the e nergy, should be consid-
ered as an alternative. 
staff members of the Capital 
Constru ti n Committee include 
Professors Jayne Barnard and John 
Donaldson, Acting Dean Di-k 
\\'iIIiam50n, A. soci3te Dean t nni;:-
Gall )\l .. a~·. Direct( r of Facilitie. 
ManagememBillCamp, LihrarianJames 
Heller. and Gloria Todd. The student 
members are J 'Cartee and Su:anne 
Fit:gerald. 
The expansion. according to Barnard, 
i- in anti ipatil n f grov.1h over the next 
five to ten years and is not expected to be 
c mpleted in the near future. Funding 
for the planning f the project \\ ill come 
from the State only after the College 
decideswhetherth additionisnece&5aIY· 
Detailed planning f the expan ion 
ann t begin until funding i, finalized. 
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Alumni rate bar review courses; BarlBri beats SMH 
By ANDREW SMITH 
While the rest of us have to content 
ourselves with obsessing about class 
rankings or legal skills trials, third-years 
will soon be able to get wound up about 
something genuinely intimidating--the 
bar exam. Part of worrying aboutthe bar 
exam includes worrying about what bar 
review course to take. 
to try harder." Part of trying harder is 
that SMH consistently undercuts Bar! 
Bri on price. This year, the Virginia 
course costs $1,195, with discounts as low 
as $1,020 for students who sign up early 
with a deposit, as compared to a $1,250 
fullpricefortheBar/Bricourse,or$1,150 
discounted. In addition, Bar/Bri requires 
a $75 deposit while SMH requires only a 
$50 deposit, and until Feb. 16, SMH is 
offering to lock in low prices with only a 
$5 deposit. Murphy also reported that 
SMH has enlisted Professor John 
Donaldson to teach portions of the course 
here in Williamsburg. 
Gutterman (W &M '92) who took SMH 
and passed the Virginia bar said, "SMH 
is really good for the multistate, with lots 
more practice questions [2,000 as 
compared to 1,500 for Bar/Bri]. It covers 
more than Bar/Bri." She acknowledged, 
however, that SMH did not offer as many 
Virginia bar essay questions and answers 
as Bar/Bri. But she was quick to add that 
SMH participants can easily make up for 
the course's deficiency in this regard by 
borrowing the Bar/Bri books from fellow 
bar-reviewers and making copies of the 
essay questions. But, she cautioned, ''This 
The SMH program, on the other hand, 
did not use any old bar exam questions. 
John Allen Waldrop (3L), a campus 
BarfBri representative, argued that his 
was the better review course, although 
he cautioned that, because of litigation 
brought by SMH against Bar/Bri, he is 
forbidden to publicly compare the two 
programs. He simply stated that Bar/Bri 
has excellent teachers--it has enlisted 
Professor Paul Marcus to teach the live 
portions of the course at MarshaIl-Wythe-
-and that Bar/Bri is well established as 
the most popular bar review coUrse in 
Virginja and in the entire country. 
Nick Murphy (3L), SMH 
representative, stated that as the No.2 
bar review course in the tate, SMH 'has 
To find out for ourselves which 
program is better, the Amicus recently 
surveyed a number of newly minted 
lawyers. Most of those surveyed had 
taken Bar/Bri, but there were SMH 
participants who felt that the program 
had certain advantages. 
Most notable among these 
advantages was SMH's strength on the 
multistate portion of the bar. Natalie 
is against the law." 
Emily Leedom, another 1992 
graduate, who also passed the Virginia 
bar, took the Bar/Bri course precisely 
because it did offer more real bar exam 
questions and answers. While Bar/Bri 
had a grueling study schedule, she said 
that it featured "every Virginia essay 
question since, like, 1950," and, she 
added, the Virginia bar examiners use 
the same questions over and over again. 
Fred Helm (W &M '91) took Bar/Bri 
simply because he understood that it was 
the "premier course." He found that the 
professors which Bar/Bri got to lecture 
were particularly impressive, and covered 
the material in a very systematic and 
painless way. "It was like taking a class 
with Professor John Donaldson, but I 
didn't mind it as much." Hewasunaware 
that Prof. Donaldson now teaches the 
SMH course at M-W. 
John Edwards (W&M '92), a 
disgruntled SMH participant who passed 
the Virginia bar · notwithstanding his 
complaints, stated that he found 
numerous errors in the videotaped SMH 
lectures. When he ca.Iled SMH 
managementtoconfront them with these 
errors, they replied that the tapes were 
indeed three years out of date, but that 
See BARTENDER, page 19 
Committee votes for elected Honor Council members 
By LEEANNE MORRIS 
At its last meeting Wednes-
day, Feb. 3 the Honor Code 
Revision Committee voted 
unanimously to include in its 
propo ed Code a provision for 
election of Honor Counci1 mem-
bers by the student body. Un-
der the present system, Council 
members are appointed by the 
SBA President. The Commit-
tee also voted unanimously to 
adopt a pledge of honor to be 
hand-written by students on aIJ 
examinations and assignments 
at the discretion of professors. 
At it previous meeting 
Wednesday, Jan. _7, eight mem-
bers of the 13-member Com-
mittee voted in favor of placing 
a notation on a convicted 
student' transcript that would 
indicate the student was dis-
missed because of an honor vio-
lation. If the student withdraws 
before co m,iction, however, no 
notation would be included. 
Mo t of the discussion at the 
Feb. 3 meeting involved whether 
to allow each class of students to 
elect members of their class to 
the Council, with a short discus-
sion of the pledge. Also, Ke\i n 
Kroner (3L ) addre&..<;ed the Com-
mittee with his concerns, based 
on recent, personal e);perience, 
about trial procedures and pro-
fessors discretion to ignore the 
Council 's decision. 
Justin Smith (2L) expressed 
concern that holding elections 
might add the element of popu-
larity to the process. But Vic 
Miller (3L) pointed out that re-
gardless of this danger, "It's bet-
ter than having one person put 
his or her friends on the Com-
mittee or decide who he thinks 
is qualified. ' 
Under the proposal, first-
year students would elect mem-
bers from their class during the 
second week of October. Un-
der the current system, no first-
year students 'SCIVe on the Honor 
Council. Second- and third-year 
elections would be held in March 
for the followi ng academicyear, 
with the President (currently 
called the Chief Justice) run-
ning in a separate election be-
fore the election of the other 
members. 
At the Jan. _7 meeting, the 
Committeespenttheentire hour 
discussing whether to put a no-
tation on a convicted student's 
transcript that the student was 
dismissed because of an honor 
violation. Bryan Bonner (3L) a 
member of the Honor Council 
sitting in on the meeting lik-
ened this to "black-balling." 
But Professor John Levy 
pointed out that the question to 
be decided was, "What do we 
owe to the community and the 
profession?" Missy Callahan 
(3L) answered, "We're not 18 
anymore; we're all adults. We 
do have a responsibility to the 
profession. Our profession is 
tainted enough with poor law-
yers out there." 
Professor Trotter Hardy 
noted that there is a disincen-
tive to go through with the trial 
process if a notation is made for 
a guilty verdict and no notation 
is made for a student who with-
draws under suspicion. 
Bonner said that once the 
Council votes to expel a stu-
dent, the goals of the system are 
met, and that whether to place a 
notation on the student's tran-
script should not be a decision 
for the Council. 
During this discussion, Levy 
revealed that he had once been 
arrested for vagrancy in 
Sarasota, Fla., for sleeping on a 
beach, so he had first-hand 
knowledge that permission of 
an accused is required for the 
release of arrest records, e.g., 
for the Bar exam or law school 
applications. 
Kroner told the Committee 
atthe end oflast week's meeting 
that his experience . going 
through a trial highlighted some 
problems in the honor system. 
First, the recusal of Council 
members is voluntary, and he 
had no way to object to the in-
c1usion of members he thought 
might be biased in his favor or 
against him. 
The second problem he en-
countered was the low thresh-
old of evidence required for a 
case to go to trial. He said he 
had to wait a week not knowing 
his fate, and 'all along there was 
no prima facie case." 
Lastly, he said the fact that 
professors are not bound by the 
Honor Code means that "the 
Honor Code isn't worth the pa-
per it's printed on." 
Brownlee added that the 
Committee has no authority to 
address the issue of professors' 
independent discretion in as-
signing grades. 
The next meeting of the 
Committee is Wednesday at -l 
p.m. in the Employers Lounge. 
Temporary handicapped permits available 
By BOB DICKINSON 
With the cold weather here, 
students should be aware that if 
they have a run-in with a slick 
sidewalk, they should slide on 
over to College Parking Services. 
Students (faculty and staff, too, 
for that matter) who are unable 
to walk from their normal park-
ing places due to an injury or 
medical condition can obtain 
temporary permits that allow 
parking in designated handi-
capped parking spaces. 
It is the policy of Parking 
Services to issue temporary 
handicapped permits, good un-
til 5 p.m. the following day, on 
the individual's word that they 
are unable to walk the necessary 
distance--no questions asked. 
However, such has not been the 
actual experience in at least two 
cases this semester. 
Recently, librarian Mary 
Grace Hune was obseIVed mak-
ing her way to her car with the 
use of crutches. Hune said she 
had gone to Parking Services 
and requested a handicapped 
permit, and was told that a 
doctor's note was required. She 
produced a note from the emer-
gencyroom physician stating she 
should use crutches as neces-
sary. She was informed that she 
could not be granted a tempo-
rary permit because the doctor's 
note did not specify the specific 
length of time she would be dis-
abled. She was not offered any 
type of temporary permit. 
The author ofthis article had 
a similar, but ultimately more 
satisfying experience in August 
of this year. Having gone to 
Parking Services with a note 
from the emergency room doc-
tor which also did not specify 
dates, I was advised that I was 
not eligible for a handicapped 
permit. I then pointed out to the 
parking service worker that I 
was on crutches, had an air cast 
on my ankle, and that! could not 
walk. on it! The result was the 
issuance of a two-week handi-
capped permit (without any fur-
ther documentation). 
After talking with Hune, this 
reporter contacted Mark Gettys, 
parking services director and 
asked- him to clarify the policy. 
A permit will be issued for the 
length of time that the individual 
will be incapacitated, as docu-
mented by a written note from a 
physician. If you don't have a 
doctor's note, you can still ob-
tain a temporary handicapped 
permit that will give you until 5 
p.m. the following day to get the 
necessary documentation. Only 
students and faculty/staff with 
current college parking decals 
are eligible for the permits. 
So if you find that you are 
unable to walk from the conve-
niently located parking due to 
illness or injury, get yourself to 
Parking Services and ask for a 
temporary permit. If you getthe 
run-around, ask to talk with Mr. 
Gettys. 
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Gerhardt describes Clinton's health care proposals 
By SARAH NEWMAN 
"President Clinton's Health 
Care Agenda" was the topic of a 
talk given Jan. 28 by Professor 
Michael Gerhardt, sponsored by 
M-W's newly formed Health 
LawSociety. Gerhardt has been 
a spokesperson for Clinton on 
health care issues during both 
the presidential campaign and 
transition period. 
provide universal coverage 
through legislation to every citi-
zen. This coverage would pro-
vide for things such as long-term 
medications and dental visits, 
and would include a special 
emphasis on preventive medi-
cine. The goal is to provide this 
coverage primarily through the 
workplace, with unemployed or 
retired individuals seeking cov-
erage through the government. 
nationaly. He has given his wife 
HilaryClinton the task of imp Ie-
menting the plan, which he 
promised to set forth within 100 
days of taking office. Should 
she succeed, the plan must pass 
through Congress which has, at 
Professor Gerhardt's estimation, 
at least 85 proposed health plans 
for review. 
the Clinton health agenda in-
clude a Freedom of Choice Act 
and a Family Leave Act. 
Gerhardt predicts these issues 
will come into the forefront 
more quickly than other health-
related topics. 
The Health Law Society 
plans a second speaker for the 
spring semester. Professor J ef-
frey O'Connell of the Univer-
sity of Virginia will give a talk 
entitled "N 0-Fault Insurance for 
Medical Malpractice?" on Feb. 
25 at 5 p.rn. He is reputed to be 
an entertaining speaker and a 
long-time authority on the sub-
ject. Those interested in learn-
ing more about this talk or the 
Health Law Society should con-
tact Bill Kennedy (lL) or Marg-
aret Hardy (lL). 
While Gerhardt advised that 
he was not speaking on behalf of 
Clinton, he did provide a com-
prehensive explanation of the 
new President's health care 
agenda. According to Gerhardt, 
the plan Clinton espoused dur-
ing his campaign and which he 
hopes to install has two major 
goals: cost containment and 
universal coverage. 
Gerhardt stated that while 
during the campaign Clinton's 
plan received good reviews from 
health care specialists, it has 
since met with some difficulties. 
J udy Fetter, a Georgetown pro-
fessor who Clinton had origi-
nally placed in charge of his 
health care plan, told the newly 
elected President that the plan 
could not feasibly cover both of 
its objectives. Her studies show 
that the proposed cap will not 
allow for his other goal of com-
peting insurance companies, 
since such competition would 
require a free market. 
Other items included with 
Cost containment involves 
setting a maximum spending 
level (around $8 billion) for 
health care across the country. 
The objective is to enforce Na-
tional Health Care Board limits 
and provide incentives for in-
surance companies to compete 
for low prices. This controver-
sial proposal has not been em-
braced by insurance companies. 
The second priority of the 
Clinton health care plan is to 
Clinton, who ran strongly on 
the issue of health care, was not 
satisfied with this report. It is his 
belief that the plan, which is 
modeled after one currently 
employed in Hawaii, can work 
Prof. Michael Gerhardt spoke to a room full ofM-W students on the 
future of Clinton 's health care campaign promises 
staff photo 
Public Policy v. J.D.: less procedure, more complexity 
By PAULA HANNAFORD 
During the fall semester, and again 
this spring, observant 2Ls and 3Ls may 
have noticed a number of new faces in 
their classes. Approximately 20 gradu-
ate students from the Thomas Jefferson 
Program in Public Policy are enrolled in 
M-W classes such as Employment Dis-
crimination, Environmental Law, State 
& Local Law, International Law, Health 
Law and Administrative Law. 
The Master of Public Policy degree 
(M.P.P.), the newest graduate degree 
offered by the College of William & 
Mary, is an interdisciplinary degree com-
bining economics, quantitative analysis, 
government and law as preparation for a 
career in public policy analysis. A num-
ber of M -W faculty, including Professors 
Neal Devins, Michael Gerhardt, Susan 
Grover, Ron Rosenberg, Linda Malone 
and Charles Koch, serve as law faculty 
for the M.P.P. program. 
Participating in the law classes pre-
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sents both advantages and disadvantages 
to the public poJicysrudcnrs. Among the 
advantages, explained second-year 
M.P.P. student Beth Bortz, is the oppor-
tunity to be exposed to a different per-
spective and to understand the frame-
work in which attorneys conceptualize 
issues. "As a policy analyst, I will eventu-
ally have to work with lawyers. Hope-
fully, these classes will enable me to an-
ticipate the types of concerns they might 
raise in the development of various policy 
initiatives." Bortz also liked the oppor-
tunity to meet more people. "The public 
policy program is a very small group." 
On the downside, Bortz e).:plained 
that M.P.P. students face a significant 
learning curve in law classes with respect 
to knowledge of legal procedure and 
terminology. "Even though we had a 
class on constitutional law, professors 
sometimes assume that we know more 
law than we actually do. On the other 
hand," noted Bortz, "law students some-
times have a tendency to oversimplify 
the economic aspects of policy issues. In 
reality, no single academic discipline 
adequately covers every issue." 
Devins teaches "Law and Public 
Policy," an abbreviated constitutional law 
class required for M.P.P. students. Com-
menting on the differences between the 
law and M.P.P. programs, Devins noted 
the effect of the smaller M.P.P. classes 
on the interpersonal dynamics of the 
students. "The M.P.P. program affords a 
more intimate learning environment, so 
each student has a larger role in cla- and 
can get more individualized attention. 
Additionally, because the M.P.P. stu-
dents are more familiar with each other, 
they tend to be more outspoken in class. 
In contrast, Ilaw students tend to engage 
in self-censorship." 
As a cooperative effort, M -Wand the 
Public Policy program also offer a joint 
J.D.-M.P.P. degree which can be com-
pleted in four years, as compared to five 
years to pursue each degree indepen-
dently. Four M-W students John 
Fantauzzj (2L), Paula Hannaford (2L), 
John McGuire (3L) and Wendy Watson 
(3L), are currently enrolled as joint de-
gree candidates. 
McGuire, who described his primary 
interest as international affairs, charac-
terized the advantages of the joint de-
gree program primarily as expanding his 
career choices. "With only the law de-
gree, it is difficult to break into interna-
tional law. With the economics back-
ground I have a greater opportunity for 
direct international experience." 
McGuire also noted that the smaller size 
of the M.P.P . program tends to foster a 
more supportive and cooperative envi-
ronment, especially because "the M.P.P. 
people are pursuing many different goals, 
and so there is less direct competition 
between students for job opportunities. ' 
Admission to the joint degree pro-
gram is available to M-W 1Ls and ZLs. 
Interested students should contact Dr. 
David Finifter at 221 -2368. 
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Students and faculty talk shop over pizza and beer 
By MARC BERNSTEIN 
The latest "Meeting of the Minds" 
session was held Jan. Tl at the house of 
Professor Neal Devins. Four professors 
attended the gathering along with nine 
students. The meeting concerned the 
recent high-level squabbling between the 
now-defunct Bush administration and 
the Post Office. Devins' personal 
involvement in the matter enabled him 
to provide novel insight into this recent 
political power struggle. 
The evening at Devins' house began 
with an informal dinner of pizza, 
purchased with money from the Dean's 
Fund, and beer, courtesy of Devins. The 
group, which included Professors Jayne 
Barnard, Trotter Hardy, Otarles Koch 
and John Nowak, then listened as Devins 
descnbed how the Bush administration 
attempted to strong-arm the Postal 
Service into a more submissive role in the 
executive branch. On the surface, the 
controversy regarded a rate dispute 
between the Postmaster General and the 
Postal Rate Commission. However, the 
attendees argued the more fundamental 
issue of the Post Office's ability to litigate 
independently of the Department of 
Justice. 
The Post Office called on Devins to 
assist in the defense of its position. 
Admittedly, the Post Office's first choice 
was constitutional scholar Lawrence 
Tnl>e, butlxx:ause Tribewasunavailable, 
Devins got the nod. 
Devins' story lasted about an hour 
and included many colorful anecdotes. 
A few of these side notes dealt with the 
extraordinarily ad hoc nature in which 
the litigation between the Justice 
Department and the Post Office played 
out. For example, during oral arguments 
before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia, the attorney for 
the Justice Department actually raised 
his hand during his opponent's rebuttal 
and asked to speak. The judges granted 
his request. Likewise, counsel for the 
Post Office did the same when the DOJ 
attorney again had the podium. The 
judges concluded that Ixx:ause they had 
allowed the OOJ attorney to raise his 
hand and interrupt, they could not deny 
the same privilege to the counsel for the 
Post Office. Although privy to many 
more postal secrets, Devins was not able 
to learn any more dirt on the Elvis stamp. 
At the close of his entertaining 
narrative, Devins engaged his guests in a 
free-form discussion of the events. 
Barnard quickly posited that Congress 
could have derailed this entire 
confrontation two decades ago if it had 
not delegated its authority to set postal 
rates to an agency. She called Congress 
WODlen'S groups consider 
"cowardly" for divesting itself of the 
unpopular task of raising postal rates. 
The conversation then moved to a 
general discussion of the propriety of a 
government-run postal service. Hardy 
asked in reference to the postal service, 
"Why not just cut them loose?" Barnard 
agreed and noted that the Post Office's 
monopoly resembled that of the phone 
service before its court-ordered break-
up. Barnard also pointed out that 
technological advancessuch as electronic 
mail (e-mail) will create opportunities 
for competitive markets. 
With respect to traditional mail 
delivery, Nowak observed that only the 
U.S. Postal Service is permitted to place 
anything in mail boxes. This creates 
difficulties for private firms who wish to 
challenge the government's mail service. 
Koch suggested that because of the 
nature of the business, a totally privatized 
mail system may not be possible. He 
offered a "regulated monopoly" with 
independent local contractors as an 
alternate solution. 
The meeting lasted about two hours 
and ended as it had began, with less 
scholarly, more casual conversation 
among the students and professors. 
Jacalyn Scott (3L), a member of the 
all-student committee that runs the new 
"Meeting of the Minds" program, 
believes the venture is going "prettywell." 
The program is designed to give 
professors and students an alternative 
forum in which to discuss scholarly 
matters. 
She said that the student turnout has 
fallen short of the target of 15 to 20. 
However, Scott attributes this merely to 
inadequate advertising. Also, as in the 
case of the meeting headed by Devins, 
some professors prefer to keep the 
gatherings somewhat smaller. 
Although no members of the 
organizing committee attended this 
Meeting of the Minds, Scott said that at 
least one member usually drops by. Scott 
noted the faculty response to the program 
has been "very positive." 
Scott hopes to get some first- and 
second-year students involved with 
organization in order to sustain the 
program next year. She also is pursuing 
SBA funding to replace the current 
monies provided by the Dean's Fund. 
The meetings will continue 
throughout the semester with roughly 
one session per month. Scott hopes that 
when the weather warms up, groups can 
hold sessions outdoors, possibly at Lake 
Matoaka. Professor Levy will conduct 
the next scheduled meeting on Feb. 11 in 
his home. The discussion will concern 
the ACLU. 
merger but fail to agree 
By JOHN CROUCH 
About 30 members of Mary 
& William and Law Students 
for Choice met last Monday, 
Feb. 1, to discuss forming an 
umbrella group for everyone 
working on gender issues. A 
majority favored a merger in a 
non-bindingvote, but many had 
serious reservations. Those 
present thought it was too early 
to debate exactly how such a 
groupwouklbeorganized. They 
also deferred a morefundamen-
tal decision: how the group 
should define itself. 
worked on only a few issues. It 
had avoided controversial top-
ics which threatened to alienate 
its supporters, and so had lost 
the interest of people who 
wished to work on those causes. 
This left some students, includ-
ingmany LSC members, unable 
to address most women's issues. 
They would like to start a 
women's law journal, sponsor a 
legal intern at the Avalon 
women's shelter, work on issues 
of economic discrimination, 
rape, abuse and family law and 
bring controversial speakers to 
the school. DingJedyoffered to 
begin byinvitingHillary Ointon. 
anything. Kimberly Tolhurst 
(lL) suspected that the group 
may "try to please too many 
people," weakening its appeal. 
She saw a need for an openly 
political feminist group. 
would have "a feminist credo." 
She and other leaders took pains 
to define feminism as the egali-
tarian belief that no individual's 
life choices should be limited by 
gender. She warned that main-
stream feminists must not leave 
it to radicals and the media to 
define their cause. Even so, one 
student cautioned that a non-
political professional women's 
groupwould notwhoJlyfitwithin 
the feminist credo's "umbrella." 
specific issues, then expose 
themselves to feminism and 
come to accept it. 
This sounded sneaky to oth-
ers, who preferred a frank ap-
proach. Cohen suggested that 
many potentially active students 
"don't realize that there are 
other feminists here." 
The group considered sev-
eral potential organizational 
schemes. Mary & William C0-
Chair Janet Breckenridge (2L) 
proposed an "umbrella" struc-
ture, in which committees would 
meet informally, as needed, to 
work on specific projects. Oth-
ers proposed a skeletal execu-
tive board, very infrequent mass 
meetings and great autonomy 
forcommittees. MaryDingJedy 
(lL) suggested that the coali-
tion include both a pro-choice 
and a pro-life group. Thus it 
would be clear that joining the 
general group did not mean sup-
porting either view. SBA fund-
ing, of course, would not go to 
these activities. 
M& W's leaders explained 
the need for the change. They 
said that lately the group had 
M&W Co-Chair Judy Conti 
(2L) hoped a new group could 
use people's energy efficiently. 
She noted that those who are 
active in both groups are 
overburdened with meetings 
and red tape, and that ad hoc 
cooperation between the groups 
requires considerable last-
minute coordination. Kerith 
Cohen (lL) added that if addi-
tional groups formed to address 
each issue, they would compete 
for the scarce time of organiz-
ers. 
Several students questioned 
how the group would be both 
inclusive and active. Skeptics 
not only considered the nega-
tives of factionalism, but also 
theopposite: failingtostandfor 
The most troubling question 
was whether to call the group 
"feminist" Many members of 
both groups disliked the label 
and felt it had extremist conno-
tations Others accepted it but 
feared it would be misunder-
stood. "I can't put it on my 
resume," Kim Van Hom (2L) 
protested. Breckenridge coun-
tered that she couldn't put 
"Mary & William" on her re-
sume, eith.er, because "nobody 
knows what it is." 
Breckenridge stressed that 
whatever the group's name, it 
Rebecca Mordini (2L) said 
that the organization needed 
''brazen objectives." She ex-
plained, though, that if the 
group's name appealed only to 
feminists, the group may end up 
merely "preaching to the con-
verted." She hoped that stu-
dents would first get involved in 
Hoping to make it easier for 
this silent majority to work on 
women's issues, over two-thirds 
of those present approved the 
idea of an umbrella organiza-
tion in a non-binding vote. 
The merger will be reconsid-
ered next week. The leaders of 
both groups emphasize that they 
want feedback not from each 
other, but from everyone who 
would like to work on women's 
issues. 
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Professors should respect Honor Council adjudications 
By Victor Miller 
"Among the most significant 
traditions of the College of 
William and Mary is the student-
administered plan of discipline 
known as the Honor System." 
These words at the beginning of 
the Honor Code accurately 
describe the importance of 
student self-government at 
Marshall Wythe. 
Yet despite the recognized 
place of student-run discipline 
for offenses committed at 
school, the Honor System does 
not bind faculty members. 
Without faculty support and 
commitment to the Honor 
System, the legitimacy of 
student-administered discipline 
is threatened. 
The place of the Honor 
System in our University is well 
known. Any student accused of 
lying, stealing or cheating is 
entitled to a hearing before the 
Honor Council. An acquittal by 
the Council is binding and all 
charges against that student are 
dismissed. A finding of guilt is 
MO' MONEY, from page 1 
much less than those at other 
law schools. "The goal is to 
have the salaries around the 60th 
to the 65th percentile of [the 
college's] peer group," Ruzecld 
said. The State Council on 
Education selects a peer group 
of other schools with similar 
demographics. The selection of 
schools for the peer group is 
based in part on how much grant 
money a college brings in and 
how many Ph.D.saregraduated. 
Ruzecki noted ironically that 
his department leads the College 
in acquiring grant money, 
boosting William and Mary into 
a higher peer group to the 
apparent benefit of the law 
school. 
Williamson said that within 
William and Mary's peer group 
there are ten or eleven schools 
that have law programs, and that 
only Kansas and North Dakota 
ranked below Marshall-Wythe 
in law faculty salaries. 
"The issue is the same across 
all faculty, it's just more severe 
in the law school," said Sam 
Jones, Associate Provost for 
reviewed by the Dean. However, 
the Honor Code specifies that 
"[i]nhisorherreview, the Dean 
shall be mindful of the Honor 
Code's student-run nature and 
the dependency of student 
support. The Dean, therefore, 
shall give great weight to the 
findings and statement of the 
[Honor Council]." Essential to 
this procedure is that the 
student-administered system 
gains legitimacy only when its 
decisions are binding. 
While the Dean's power to 
review is constrained by the 
Honor Code, no such 
restrictions exist for faculty 
members. A faculty member 
who determines that a student 
has cheated may elect to pursue 
action against that student 
through the Honor System. 
However, that professor may 
also elect to fail that student. 
The decision to fail a student 
may be made after an acquittal 
at trial before the Honor 
Council. 
The ability of a faculty 
member to fail a student for the 
same conduct for which he has 
been acquitted should be 
Planning and Budget. In the 
American Bar Association's 
annual study of 140 law schools, 
Marshall-Wythe salaries have 
slipped from 44th two years ago 
to 89th currently. Jones said 
thatthe proposal to increase the 
salaries of the law professors by 
surcharging the tuition of law 
students has been in the works 
for two years. As precedent for 
the move he mentioned that the 
technique had been used at 
Marshall-Wythe for a similar 
pay hike in 1985, and thatasaiary 
increase via student tuition 
surcharge was passed last year 
for the University of Virginia 
law school. 
Acting Dean Williamson 
said that because of the timing 
of the proposal "no one could 
have wished this situation on 
President Sullivan, but he had 
no choice but to confront the 
issue." Sullivan, whose tenure 
as Dean of the law school ended 
less than a year ago when he 
became William and Mary's 
president, has had to brave angry 
reaction to the proposal from 
within the Col1ege community. 
Speaking before a meeting of 
the faculty of the School of Arts 
abolished. For a student who 
has been acquitted by his peers 
through a trial-like process, the 
receipt of a failing grade by a 
professor who has viewed the 
evidence differently is damning. 
Ignoring for the moment the 
significance of a failing grade on 
one's transcript, this action by 
the faculty member brands the 
student a "cheater." Yet the 
condemnation by the faculty 
member comes without any of 
the protections inherent by the 
Honor System. While many 
faculty members might employ 
a high standard of proof before 
failing a student, a faculty 
member does not have to do so. 
Allowing a faculty member to 
fail a student after an acquittal 
exposes that student to the 
possibility of two punishments 
for the same offense, a practice 
antithetical to both the Honor 
Code which specifically 
prohibits retrial for the same 
offense and our system of justice. 
The failure of a student after 
an acquittal also speaks clearly 
about faculty support for 
student -administered discipline. 
By failing to abide by the Honor 
and Sciences on Tuesday, Feb. 
2, Sullivan acknowledged that 
his history with the law scho~1 
would lead some to characterize 
his decision as unprincipled. 
Sullivan went on to tell the 
Arts and Sciences faculty he 
realized that depressed salaries 
were a problem In all 
departments. He said that the 
controversial proposal was a 
means of helping the law school 
without damaging the rest of 
the College: "I cannot stay my 
hand just because I cannot at 
the same time help every other 
part of the College." 
The president then outlined 
the circumstances that brought 
the issue of law professors' pay 
to the fore. "There has been a 
serious deterioration in the last 
three years." He said that he 
was concerned the low salaries 
of the law professors could 
prevent the hiring of a new dean 
of the law school of appropriate 
caliber, and that his fears were 
confirmed by comments he had 
heard from several candidates 
for the position. He also 
mentioned that with an 
American Bar Association 
accreditation review looming on 
Council's decision, a faculty 
member indicates that the 
system hasn't worked. With such 
strong condemnation from our 
teachers, student support for the 
Code will quickly, and 
deservedly, dissipate as they 
realize the ineffectiveness of the 
system. 
A faculty member who 
wishes to fail a student despite 
an Honor Council acquittal has 
legitimate reasons for taking 
such an action. First, a faculty 
member has an interest in 
protecting his· academic 
freedom by issuing whatever 
grades are appropriate. But, 
while this is important to a 
professor, it is far from an 
absolute right. A professor 
sacrifices some portion of 
academic freedom when she 
agrees to grade on a bell-shaped 
curve. By doing so, the faculty 
has recognized that some 
sacrifice in academic freedom is 
necessary for the good of the 
law school community. Asimilar 
saclifice to further the purposes 
of one of the oldest and most 
revered traditions of the law 
school should be considered by 
the horizon, the law school's 
" standing and circumstances 
would be severely damaged" 
should the current salary 
situation continue. 
Sullivan endured criticism 
and complaints from the Arts 
and Sciences faculty for over an 
hour at Tuesday's meeting. 
Among the concerns voiced 
were fear of fragmentation in 
the college community, and a 
severe crisis of morale among 
the non-law faculty. The 
president was ill prepared to 
respond to many of the 
questions. One member of the 
audience said that the faculty of 
Arts and Sciences was "hungry 
for some evidence that there is a 
strategy to increase [their] 
salaries." Sullivan was then 
asked what consultation had 
taken place concerning his 
decision to go forward with the 
law school raise proposal. His 
response: " The usual 
consultation in budget 
planning." 
When asked what the 
comparison of salaries between 
William and Mary Arts and 
Sciences faculty and its peer 
group faculty showed, Sullivan 
the faculty. 
A second, and more 
disturbing, reason for faculty 
members failing students 
besides an Honor Council 
acquittal is that the faculty does 
not believe in the Honor Council 
as the appropriate means to 
discipline students. Byreserving 
the right to fail students, the 
faculty reserves an important 
check of student discipline. If 
this is the true motive for 
maintaining the right to fail 
students, both students and 
faculty should be concerned. For 
the faculty, such concerns 
deserve expression to the student 
body in a manner to allow for 
the correction of flaws in the 
currentsystem. Simply retaining 
a power to fail students for 
academic dishonesty separate 
and apart from the H onor 
Council procedures undermines 
that body without attempting to 
correct it. For the students, such 
alackofsupportfromourfaculty 
is alarming. It tells us that we 
have not yet demonstrated the 
See VIC'S FEAT, page 19 
did not know. "It is clear you did 
not have the peer group data for 
Arts and Sciences," said one 
faculty member. "In the absence 
of such data, this decision should 
not have been made." Theatre 
professor Richard Palmer told 
Sullivan that by equating money 
with quality, the decision to raise 
law school salaries sent a 
message: "Quality in the law 
school matters, and it doesn't 
matter in Arts and Sciences." 
He characterized Sullivan's 
action as a violation of trust. 
Professor Patrick Micken of 
Theatre and Speech warned that 
the image of William and Mary's 
undergraduate program is 
slipping, and that the law 
school's rise and continued 
status is based on the reputation 
and quality of the undergraduate 
school. 
The proposed amendment 
to the budget allowing a 
surcharge on law students' 
tuition to fund a salary increase 
for law professors at Marshall-
Wythe must yet pass the General 
Assembly. Implementation 
would then be subject to 
approval by the College's Board 
of Visitors. 
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US policy on Haitian refugees another form of racism 
By Cathy Clemens 
This article is to follow up on remarks 
regarding the repatriation of Haitian 
refugees I made in the open-mike portion 
of the King Day celebration. My point 
there was that although progress has been 
made in many areas to lessen or eliminate 
racial prejudice, one area where 
American racism is still patently obvious 
is in its foreign policy. 
The wholesale repatriation of fleeing 
Haitian refugees is not only immoral, but 
illegal as well. The United States signed 
the Protocol Relating to the Status of 
Refugees in 1967. The first general 
provision o f that protocol incorporates 
articles 2 to 34 of the 1951 Convention 
R elating to the Status of Refugees. 
Articles 31 and 32 of that Convention 
address the question of whether a 
contracting state may expel refugees once 
inside its territory, legally or illegally, 
and generally answer the question in the 
negative. 
The more important article for the 
Haitians, however, is Article 33, which 
states, "No Contracting State shall expel 
or return a refugee in any manner 
whatsoever to the frontier territories 
where his life or freedom would be 
It's a MAD World 
Law Review 
By M. A. DONALD 
Every once in a while an event comes 
along that sadly reinforces a needless 
te reotype: A welfare mother buys a $10 
rock for $ -0 worth of her food stamps on 
hidden camera a professional athlete 
d ies fro m drugs or steroids, a Peninsula 
lawye r co mmit suicide after swindling 
millio ns from his clients. 
Others occupying a similar position 
are fo rced to go on under the yoke of 
prejudice engendered by such spectacular 
examples of system gone wrong or being 
abused. 
M embers of Law Rel-'iew (I am not 
one) suffe r enough without having the 
additio nal burden of living down the 
bookish, officious, pompous and arrogant 
ste reo type which besiege them. 
While most people in general fi nd it 
d ifficult to feel sorry for Law Review 
members. it still seems sad that the current 
leaders of o ur O\vn Lall" Review have 
chosen to act in a manner which serves 
only to rcenforc ~ the worst of these 
tereotypcs. 
Specifically I am talking about the 
recent parting of a second-year staff 
member from the Law Rn·uw. and the 
wayinwhichitwashandkd. Forpersonal 
reasons. which won't be gone into here, 
the .taffmemba anl.!Lm . Rl'1'it'H' parted 
company just after the beginning of the 
semester. This parting im;olved a "loss 
of credit" for the 'OUI'S<: it's a pa -fail 
threatened on account of his race, 
religion, nationality, membership of a 
particular social group or political 
opinion. ' Article 33 does not require 
that the refugees be within the territory 
of the Contracting State, as it does in 
Articles 31 and 32, and would therefore 
clearly apply to the high seas. 
Because the Haitians have been 
labelled ' economic refugees" by the 
administration, rather than " normal flow 
refugees" or " refugees of special 
humanitarian concern," as they could be 
under the Refugee Act of 1980, each 
individual Haitian who actually was 
allowed into the United States has to file 
for poljtical asylum. Political asylum 
claims are often very hard to prove, as the 
applicant has the burden of showing that 
he or she has a well founded fear that 
they, specifically and personally, will be 
persecuted should they be returned to 
their country of origin. Traditionally, 
only 1 percent of all Hajtian political 
asylum claims have been won. The other 
99 percent lose and are handed back 
over to those they fled from. 
The tragedy of this is that basically, 
you can't help H aitians before it's too 
late. "Oh, you haven't been arrested, 
tortured or had someone close to you 
die? Well, go back and wait until you 
have, O.K?' This isn't true for everyone, 
however; it seems for Cubans that just 
fleeing communism, without any further 
proof of violence orrepression, is enough. 
Why is this? I beljeve that racism is 
largely the only answer. Too many people 
find it too hard to believe that these poor, 
blackpeoplecouldpossiblyhaveaIl)'thing 
like a political opinion. Besides, our 
country has enough poor, black people 
as it is, right? The truth is that many of 
these people do have very strong, very 
definite political opinions, and that many 
times those opinions have costthem their 
lives. 
Last May, Laura Kerrigan, Vic Miller, 
Eric Branscom, Tara Lockhead, Phil and 
Theresa Nugent, Matt Rea and I went 
down to Miami and spent a weekworking 
at the Haitian Refugee Center. We 
helped applicants fill out their political 
asylum forms and interviewed each 
applicant at great length. Every person I 
interviewed had a legitimate claim, and 
all but one had a family member killed 
following the military coup that ousted 
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide at the 
end of September, 1991. 
President Aristide was elected in 
December of 1990 by roughly 70 percent 
of the vote in Haiti 's first free and fair 
elections. He had been well loved for 
many years as a priest and champion of 
rights for Haiti 's poor, SO when he was 
chosen to run for president, many of the 
poor became active in his campaign. They 
wore T-shirts, hung posters, gave 
speeches and attended meetings, all 
under the watchful eyes of the local 
military. 
Aristide set up and promoted several 
different community self-help 
organizations, but more importantly, he 
kept the military and the Tonton 
Macoutes (a paramilitary terror 
organization set up by Francois Duvalier 
and still in existence) in check, and 
stripped them of the absolute power they 
had over the rest of the population. That 
the military does not like him or his 
supporters is no wonder, so when they 
managed to oust him they took their 
revenge on every known supporter of his 
that they could find. 
Today in Haiti conditions are even 
worse than they were before. And 
although it's true that not everyone 
fleeing Haiti these days is doing so to 
avoid persecution, a great many of them 
are. To turn all of these refugees away 
wholesale, without bothering to find out 
whose reasons are legitimate and whose 
aren't, is wrong. These people are 
depending on us for their lives, and we 
simply can't be bothered. Please write 
your Congressmen and ask them to 
bother. Thank you. 
announcement reinforces stereotype 
course folks), an acceptable cost to the 
departing staff member, who bears 
absolutely no animosity, and in fact 
wanted to go. 
Those in charge of the Law Rel-'iew 
chose to act like a gleefully jealous sibling, 
pointing and yelling to mommy that it 
was little si ter who broke the window, or 
the deliberately hateful-helpful person 
who reminds you across the table at the 
church picnic, to top by the clinic on 
your way to your meeting with your 
probation officer. Although I would like 
to think that such people exist only in bad 
TV shows, or under the age of 10, It 
seems I am mi taken. 
Rather than treat the situation with 
any measure of dignity, much less, tact, 
those in charge of the La!',,' Re\'iew 
announced not only the departure of the 
staff member, but also the ex-member's 
grade, along with the admonition that 
La 11-' Review had better be taken seriously. 
Nanny, nanny, nanny! The Germans 
have a wo rd w hich would seem 
appropriate here, which thanldully ha 
no direct English translation. It mean ' 
'·to take delight in the misery of others." 
Coupled ",->jth the fact that not a single 
member of the executive staff of the Lal~' 
Re'.·iew e .... er had enough guts or decency 
to talk to the staff member face to face 
about the departure. the whole situation 
paints an u navoid ably unflattering picture 
of Law Re\'ieH" member as self-
importa nt, petty, and unbelievably 
childish. People who work so hard 
deserve more from their leaders. 
This fact has not been lost on the 
governed. Facing such childish behavior 
from those who are supposed to be the 
leaders of a respected organization at a 
professional graduate school was not 
supposed to be part of the Law Review 
bargain, and more than a handful took 
the opportunity to say so . 
Understandably, they would prefer that 
the coercive, juvenile, nonsense be left to 
the under-5 set. 
The response of the powers-that-be 
wasa flaccid apology justifing the content 
of the announcement as necessary to 
avoid the operation of the ' Rumor Mill," 
but remorseless as to the tone of the 
announcement. Somebodv had to be 
made an example of. After all, this is 
Law Re'.·iell" ! 
Well guess wh at: Lall" Review 
operates in an inst itution of higher 
education, and I seem to have this vague 
me mory about some federal la",-
regarding student privacy, espcciallywith 
regard to grades. This announcement 
deliberately publicized a person's grade 
in a law school course taken for credit, 
not by inference or innuendo: it said X 
individual received a grade of Y. 
Because I am too Ia...ry to do a L 'i~ 
search before turning this column in (Iat~ 
as usual). I'm not sure if the educational 
privacy I awprohibiting disclosures app lies 
w students, but where a fellow student 
essentially decides what that grade will 
be, I have a strong hunch that it does, and 
that person may become an agent of the 
school itself. Such action at the very least 
would seem to violate the spirit offederal 
law. Correct me if I am wrong. 
While I am unprepared to make any 
legal argument, it would seem to be an 
a ppropriate matter for the 
Administration that has delegated the 
power to award academic credit to 
investigate, as well as possibly the Honor 
Council. It would certainly be interesting 
to hear the individuals involved explain 
their resignations, sanctions in federal 
court, or academic conduct reprimands 
to an employer, or bar examiner. 
The good side in all this, is that it 
didn't just slip by. The staff members 
who received the announcement wasted 
no time in voicing their displeasure. Such 
admirably un-lemming like behavior not 
only shows that these staff members ha\'e 
too much self-respect to accept ~uch 
degrading treatment, but also their 
compassion for t he departed staff 
member. I hope that ne:\.1 year's leaders 
are among them. Ii nothing else, time 
and graduation wil! ensure that tho: > 
fi:st -years who receive the dubiously 
mixed ble:sing \.1f making Lmr R \'iell 
have a good chance of having leaders 
"'-ith spine and heart. 
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==========Ask Anita Libido 
Dear Anita Libido: whim? Dear Pathetic, Desperate Loser, 
--Submissive [ started dating this girl that 
[ am extremely attracted to, but 
as we dated more, [realized that 
she is truly psycho. It is to the 
point where [ can hardly stand 
to be around her. We fight 
constantly and I feelamul about 
myself when around her. As a 
result, I am constantly grumpy 
and on the defensive. The 
problem is that the sex is great. 
What should I do? 
quick head tum and envelope 
me in her cold, icy stare. [ 
know she is teasing me; she 
knows that her domineering 
ways make me want to lace on 
leather and dribble all over 
myself. 
Dear First-Year Property 
Student, 
reserved for a privileged student 
who was bwfore your time, but 
we won't go into that here. Get 
over her. Move on. 
I guess if a hanging file drop 
is how you choose to reveal your 
secret passions, I can't stop you. 
A card or balloon is nice but not 
subtle enough. Dear Anita: 
She wants to dominate me 
and I want to lick her loafers. 
How do I let her know that she 
need not tease any longer, that I 
win enslave myself to her every 
Let me tell you a secret: This 
is law school. Hear me? Listen 
to myvoice--Iaw school. We've 
all had her (well, for class at 
least). She dominates all her 
students and does not have a 
secret desire for you. That is 
What is proper protocol for 
this Valentines Day drop? I 
want to make sure that the 
person I have a crush on gets 
the point. 
--Strong Hints 
A rose is more on line. If you 
want to really make an 
impression, try a long-stemmed 
red rose sheathed in a condom 
(not used, though-a little tact 
please). 
--Tom Trials & Tribulations By J ash Sacks 
Dear Gettin' Some, 
lfyou understand the needs 
of a woman, then your decision 
is not a difficult one to 
understand. If you are unhappy, 
she is too. If the relationship is 
unhealthy for you, it is also 
unhealthy for her. Plus, a 
woman's needs do not revolve 
around sex. What is more 
important is the caring, sharing 
closeness of a symbiotic 
relationship. Oh, hell , who am I 
kidding? Women like it as much 
as anyone. I say live with the 
problems and fuck like 
wildebeasts. 
Dear Anita: 
I have an ever-growing 
attraction for one of my 
professors. She is brilliant, 
stem, demanding and aloof. 
Sometimes she'll give me a 
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======News of the Weird ======= = = = = ====== 
By BILL MADIGAN 
GIVES NEW MEANING TO "DRIVES 
LIKE AN OLD lADY" .. . Anne Stem, 
a 73-year-old retired school secretary 
from New York City was driving to a 
family gathering when two men pulled in 
front of her and tried to stop her in a 
Long Island suburb. 
Police report that Stem tried to es-
cape by driving across lawns, so the men 
began ramming her car. She rammed 
back and, when she finally stopped, one 
man banged on her window, then grabbed 
her when she rolled it down to scream. 
So she shifted in reverse and dragged 
him down the street. 
When he let her go, Stem shifted 
gears and chased him until he jumped 
back into the other car and fled with his 
companion. Stem was not hurt but her 
car was damaged. "1 think they were 
carjacking virgins," Stem said. (Wash-
ington Post). 
NOT SPARED FROM THE STRIKE .. 
. Mark Robert Bullard, 28, died after 
being beaten by several bowlers at the 
Earle Brown Bowl in Brooklyn Center, 
Minn., following an altercation over 
whether another bowler had used his 
ball. (Daily Press). 
PAUL MITCHELL PYRO . . . A 19-
year-old Los Angeles man was sentenced 
to spend a year in a prison psychiatric 
unit after pleading no contest to setting 
fire to hair salons where he thought he 
had gotten bad haircuts. (Washington 
Post). 
TALK ABOUT USURIOUS INTEREST 
. . . In Jacksonville, Fla., Marvin Lee 
Jones was shot in the right leg after es-
caping death moments earlier when a 
gun held to his head did not fire. Police 
said the assailant was Jones' son, 13, who 
was angry that Dad wouldn't pay him 
back the $10 he owed him. (Daily Press). 
57 CHANNELS AND NOTHING ON . . 
. The ex-husband of a new-age 
"channeler" charged that his former wife 
coerced him into accepting an inadequate 
divorce settlement by threatening to cut 
off his access to the 35,OOO-year-old 
Atlantis warrior named "Ramtha" for 
whom she claims to speak. (Washington 
Post). 
LIKE A FISH IN THE WATER ... A 
Grafton man being arrested for abduct-
ing his girlfriend bolted from pobce cus-
tody, sprinted to the end of a nearby pier 
and leaped into the water. That's as far 
as he got. "He was yelling, 'I can't swim,' 
to the officers," said York County Sher-
iff P.S. Williams . . "He forgot he didn't 
knowhow." 
After getting scallop fisherman Or-
lando Robles, 18, out of Chisman Creek, 
sheriffs deputies found what looked like 
marijuana in one of his pockets, and 
charged him with possession as well as 
abduction and obstructing an officer. 
(Daily Press). 
BUT I BET HE'S FUN AT BIRTHDAY 
PARTIES ... A professional clown faces 
ten years in prison after pleading guilty 
recently to attempting to hire a hit man 
to kill his wife. LeRoy Hullinger, a.k.a 
Buttons the Clown, promised a micro-
wave oven as a down payment and an 
unspecified amount of cash for his 
spouse's death. He made the offer to an 
Ohio sheriffs deputy posing asa hit man. 
Buttons, who suggested that the deed be 
done by blowing up a gas furnace, had 
earlier confided to a friend that he had 
filed for divorce and feared that his wife 
might win custody of their three chil-
dren. (Student Lawyer). 
LAVISH LARCENY ... A Beverly Hills 
thief went on a two-day robbery spree, 
traveling from store to store by chauf-
feured limousine. Thedriverofthewhite 
stretch limo told police that his passen-
ger had been acting strangely, directing 
the car to fast -food outlets, a hobby shop, 
a grocery store and a coin store. Police 
found at least $26,000 in coins and jew-
elryin the limousine. (Washington Post). 
BUT DID HE ORDER ANY MAGA-
ZINES . .. Ninety-two years after the 
flamboyant 19th-century writer Oscar 
Wilde died penniless in Paris, he has 
been informed that he may have won a 
fortune in the latest Reader's Digest 
sweepstakes. "You may never have been 
closer to winning a fortune than you are 
at this moment!" Wilde was informed by 
the magazine's prize draw manager, 
"Tom Champagne." Wilde has reached 
the third stage in the "Strike It Rich" · 
draw and could win the $300,000 top 
prize--a trip for two to Tahiti or a Ford 
Sierra car. (UP1). 
MARY X . .. A first-grade teacher who 
asked her only two black children to 
pretend they were slaves as part of a 
history lesson has apologized to the 
youngsters' parents. The two 6-year-olds 
were summoned before Mary Horning's 
22-pupH class at Octorara Elementary in 
Atglen, Penn., and asked to pretend they 
were slaves on an auction block. "Teacher 
put us up on a table. Acted like she was 
selling us,' said Ashley Dixon. Homing, 
a teacher for 20 years, said a white stu-
dent also portrayed a slave during the-
demonstration. She said she used the 
same demonstration in past years to show 
"how unfair it is to judge people by the 
color of their skin." (Daily Press). 
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Thurgood and Jimmy jam together • In 
By DAVID ZIEMER position. The keepers granted the wish though, was when we walked by the 
Midwestern Correspondent of Marshall, as they would any other of broom closet of Elvis Wendell Holmes. 
So, I died last week. I didn' t really the greatest lawyer in history. Yes, Elvis Wendell Holmes, not Elvis 
die; I just stopped existing for a while, It turns out the folks in Heaven took Presley and Oliver Wendell Holmes. The 
and went through that long tunnel with a couple of cues from Marshall, during two of them turned out to be such 
the bright light. You know, the one that his life, and have integrated lawyer heaven perfectly matched charlatans that their 
the freaks on the 700 Club have been with rock'n'roll heaven. Thus, lawyers respectivesoulsliterallymergedintoone. 
through. I made it all the way to lawyer generallysharetheirroomswith rockers. Now, EWH (pronounced just like "its 
Heaven, though, before the medicos I thought it was pretty neat. spelled), the bloated creature with the 
brought me back to life. By wonderful Marshall was of course given the large white mustache, sits there as one. 
fortune, I happened to die the same day penthouse suite to share with Jimi All day long EWHsingssongs like, "Stop, 
asJu ticeMarshall, sothetwoofuswere Hendrix, the greatest musician who ever Look and Listen," to the melody of 
given a tour of the joint at the same time. lived. Right below them is Buddy Holly "Heartbreak Hotel" and "Employees 
Justice Marshall was, of course, inhisluxuryaccommodationswithJustice Assume the Risks" to the melody of 
treated with the utmost of respect by the Brandeis, and Janis Joplin is shacked up Love me Tender." The song that really 
gatekeepers, and everybody else. I was with Clarenrel)arrow right below that. made me ill was the summary dispatch 
pretty much treated like a piece of shit, Justice Black and Duane Allman have a that permitted Wilson to send Eugene 
but that's the way it goes. It turns out real good time up there, too. Pathetic Debs to prison for speaking against the 
there are actually lots of different levels people like Fabian and Andy Gibb are in war, sung to "Jailhouse Rock." 
of lawyer heaven, and they were going to the basement of the place with Justices As everyone knows, Elvis never wrote 
just dump me off very near the bottom Sutherland and Brown. Barrabas'lawyer a song in his life. All he did was make the 
before they took Marshall up to the is way, way up there, too, with Otis musical styles of giants like Buddy Holly 
highest. I happened to die with a bottle Redding. Yes, Barrabas the Acquitted and,theoriginalkingofrock'n'roll,Little 
of bourbon in my hand, though, so may be in Hell, but his lawyer is Richard, acceptable to multitudes of 
Marshall requested I be given the full considered neA1 to God. morons. Naturally, he was paired up 
tour with him before I take my final lowly The most interesting part of the tour, with Holmes. I mean, here was a judge 
Collect them all! This week: Wahoos Out of Water! 
CLA55 OF )(/ Z '? 
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the Afterlife 
who never had an original idea in his life. 
However he excelled in pouring maple 
syrup upon the ideas of others, until they 
became palatable to even the least 
sophisticated minds in the profession. 
Such a master was Holmes that, merely 
by throwing avery occasional and meager 
bone to a bunch of stupid liberals, many 
actually considered him one of them. 
Elvis was . . . well, in Heaven. And 
Holmes found himself another sucker 
who thought he was somebody of 
significance. Elvis put the garbage 
Holmes considered law to the garbage 
that Elvis considered music, and they 
became the closest of soulmates in the 
history of Heaven. 
The funny thing is that, even though 
EWH lives in a broom closet, everybody 
is real quiet when they walk by it, because 
EWH thinks he is the only one up there. 
The veterans obviously keep earplugs 
handy for such close encounters with the 
See IlEA VEN, page 23 
More clip 'n' save Marshall-Wythe trading cards 
Pete Hetzel James Creekmore Brian Fratkin Rob Barbour 
~ .-
By JOSH SACKS 
My memories of those 
fateful months are vivid and 
troubling. Life has a sad way of 
forcing us to confront 
insurmountable hurdles and to 
endure chilling tests of our 
courage and will. In the end, 
there is a triumph of the spirit 
and we are changed forever. 
We were all excited about 
the moot court competition in 
Uruguay that winter, and we 
kidded each other about the 
dangerous flight over the Andes 
mountains. There were 27 of us 
to start, but only a handful 
survived. 
The core of the group--The 
Woman of the Exploding Hair, 
The Man of the Repeating 
Words, The Natural Inquirer, 
The Traditional Landlord, and 
The Mumbler--had to make 
some difficult decisions to stay 
alive. 
To chronicle our journey 
would be trivial and insincere, 
but I'll t ry to expl ain the 
exasp eration and the 
exuberance of our 71-day trip to 
hell as we fought and struggled 
for our lives in the frostbitten 
snowbelt of South America. 
When the plane crashed, I 
was dazed. I looked around to 
see what had happened and 
began searching through the 
wreck to salvage what remained. 
(After all, I wo uld have a 
superior claim over all of these 
abandoned chattels anyway, 
right? ) As I ho arded the 
treasure, I saw a small group 
motioning towards me. The 
Natural Inquirer spoke first: 
"Isn't it odd how I'ye broken 
both my legs and how the whole 
time the plane was going do .... rn I 
thought about the Long Island 
Railroad? I mean, doesn't it 
: ~em strange that I have a lot of 
cuts and bruises and that I need 
medical attention right away, yet 
Free Body Diagram 
G> Q 
I can't help asking if both the 
airplane manufacturer and the 
pilots are going to be joined as 
big-time defendants?" 
The Man of the Repeating 
Words gathered himself and 
ordered the group to action: 
" Please, please, please ... 
everyone, you know, I mean, let's 
get everyth ing together , 
everything together. Tear the 
the the the seat cushions, you 
know, I mean, uh, off the seats, 
the reats and we' ll ure them as 
blankets." 
He pa used, and then 
remembered, " use them as 
blankets." 
T he Woman of the 
Exploding Hair stormed out 
onto the snow and screamed at 
the top of her lungs, "I am a 
woman! Pleasc God hear my 
crics. Rememberthattimewhen 
I was six years old and my mom 
started yelling at me? Don't you 
remember"?" 
It wa - all very confusing and 
disjointed. Amidst the chaos, 
the Traditi nal Landlord and 
The Mumblerattempted to plan 
the rescue. The Mumbler. intent 
on rallying the group, 
encouraged us with words of 
wisdom, "Urn, uhh, right, I think, 
uh. Good. Ohhh, Ok. Ahhh." 
(And with that he spread his 
hand wide open and placed it 
over his face). 
The Traditional Landlord 
discussedourplight logically and 
straightforward. "Why is it that 
society would want to send 
rescue teams to fi nd us?" she 
asked. "On the one hand, there 
is a benefitto us in being rescued 
and to ..ociety in <>aving,our lives_ 
Expectation is reinforced 
through the confirmation of 
anticipated protected property 
interests. If I have a fee simple 
subject to condition subsequent 
and I apply the Rule Against 
Perpetuities .. . " 
"Isn't it better that instead of 
figuring out problems that are 
unrelated to our situation that 
we actually try to deal with the 
non -hypothetical situation of my 
lame legs?" Begged the Natural 
Inquirer struggling to keep his 
composure. 
"I think, uh, I thinkwe should 
build a fire, a fire. Let's, you 
know, gather, umm, you know, 
all of the. uh, the, uh, the, uh, 
By Jeff Regner 
the, uh, flammable things 
together, you know, like, like, 
like, paper, wood, and and and 
textbooks," implored the Man 
of the Repeating Words as he 
scratched his head. 
" Oh God no !! Not the 
textbooks! You will bum my hair 
b'efo re you burn those 
textbooks," cried the Woman of 
the Exploding Hair. 
"Well, I mean, isn't it really 
just a question of my flaming 
limb<: which reem to he aching, 
more and more as we try to figure 
out what's going on? Couldn't 
we settle this b focusing on 
being rescued? I mean, think 
about it--if a man walks across 
the Brooklyn Bridge with a rug 
in his hand and is overtaken by 
the fferor, is it not true that 
there the question of unilateral 
or bi lateral becomes 
insignificant? Maybe I'm 
missing something," rambled the 
Natural Inquirer as he danced a 
bit. 
"Is there another theory?" 
asked the Traditional Landlord 
as she begged for a response. 
"Mr. Sacks! Please provide an 
alternative to the plan ." 
Me again? There's no way! 
Oh,man. Here we were trapped 
alone in the Andes fending off 
blizzards and avalanches and I 
started to turn red. Wi th 
trepidation I offered a suggestion 
for starting the fire: 
"You can bum my pants, 
ma' am~' (JVas that the right 
answer?) Guess not. 
And the Woman of the 
Exploding Hair left no room for 
discussion. As I returned to the 
rea r of the pla ne (w:llkin e. 
carefully over some wooden 
planks I had put down for easier 
travel), I accidently dropped a 
canister of explosive Jiq uid which 
ignited a spark on a small rag 
that was draped over Ms. 
ElCploding Hair's head. Agiant 
fireball rose from the cabin like 
a rescue flare sent from Judge 
Cardozo. Helicopters swarmed 
around u- and we were saved. 
The story still brings tears to 
my eyes. Sometimes we don't 
realize how Iud.), we are to be 
around . There are lessons to be 
learned at every tum and we 
must not take for granted what 
we have. What we have. Uh, 
have. 
r---~;b-----I r---~::----l r---~:e;----l r----;:e-----l 
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News Briefs 
PAD pushes regalia 
At the request of the Graduation Committee of the Oass of 1993, Phi Alpha 
Delta will be selling caps, gowns, tassels and hoods at the law school this year. In the 
past, regalia was sold through the College Bookstore at a 30 percent markup. 
According to James SchJiessmann (3L), PAD's marJ....-up will be considerably less, on 
the order of7 percent. The items will be available during the week of Feb. 8 through 
12. Look for posters specifying the time of day that regalia will be available. 
Remember, you must have your cap and gown in order to join the processional at the 
Charter Day festivities with His RoyaJ Badness (Whoops! wrong Prince), the Prince 
of Wales, on Saturday, Feb. 13. 
-Bob Dickinson 
1993-94 Moot Court Board announced 
The Moot Court Board is pleased to announce the 1993-94 Board: 
Chief Justice ....... ...... .............................. ........ .. Matthew Holloran 
Business Justice ..................... ... ....................... Jennie Johnson 
Bushrod Tournament Justice ......................... Laurie Hartman 
Bushrod Research Justice ... ........................... David Pfefferkorn 
Spong Tournament Justice ............................ Patrick Pettitt 
Spong Research Justice .................................. Mark Capron 
Administrative J ustices ................................... J essica Bernanke 
Timothy Bird 
Lisa Hicks 
Mark Short 
M-W enters team in Letkowitz Moot Court Tournament 
3Ls Gregg Schwind and Alisa Lewis compete in this year's Saul Lefkowitz 
National Moot Court Competition, sponsored by the Brand Names Education 
Foundation. The team isindependentJyorganized and isnot affiliated with the Moot 
Court Board. Gregg and Alisa entered the tournament last year, winning the 
regionals and placing third in the national finals in Washington D.C. Alisa received 
(he dubious distinction of winning the bestoralist award at the regional competition. 
They will compete in this year's regiona\s in Atlanta on Feb. 27. 
Every year the competition involves a problem in trademark or unfair competition 
law. This year's hypothetical case is a trademark infringement case which raises the 
question of whether using the famous slogan of a nationwide fast-food franchisor on 
a T-shirt is an issue of parody or dilution. Over 30 different teams will compete in 
regional competitions in Atlanta, Chicago, New York and San Francisco. 
The Amicus wishes Gregg and Alisa the best of luck! 
William & Mary Law Review announces editorial board: 
Editor-in-ChieL ... .......... ...... ........................... Thomas G. Martinchek 
Managing Editor.. ............................ .. ........ ..... Pamela W. Wollard 
Senior Professional Articles Editor.. ... .. ...... .. J. Manly Parks 
Professional Articles Editor. ......... ................. Andrew M. Smith 
Student Note Editor.. .... ......... ......... ............... Leanne Cusumano 
Symposium Editor.. ................. ............ ..... .. .. ... Charles T. Griffith 
Book Review Editor.. .......... .... .... .... .. ........ .... . Andrew M. Herzig 
Research Editor.. .............. ...... ...... ............ ...... Fred B. Jacob 
Candidates' Program Director. ..................... Leslie Platt 
Board Editors ........... ... .................................... William M. Connolly 
Andrew M. Herrick 
James P. O 'Brien, Jr. 
Leslie Platt 
Jonothan R. Pond 
Julie Ryder 
Speaker to talk about money, politics and the right to vote 
John Bonifaz from the Center for Responsive Politics in D. C. will speak at the law 
school on Tuesday, Feb. 16, at 3:30 p.m. in room 127. Sponsored by the Speakers 
Forum, the talk is entitled "Money in Politics and the Right to Vote: A New Threat 
to our Democracy." Bonifaz, a staff attorney at the Center, is developing a "Legal 
Challenges Project," focusing on ways to challange the private financing of U.S. 
elections. 
The ten-year-old Center, founded as a non-profit non-partisan group, researches 
various campaign finance loopholes, such as "soft money," and prod uces computerized 
analyses of campaign finance trends. The goal of the Center is to help create a more 
involved citizenry and a more responsive Congress. 
Plans are also being organized for Bonifaz to speak to the undergraduate campus. 
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PSF announces additions to Board 
The Public Service Fund is pleased to announce the new board members from the 
Oass of 1995. Congratulations to Caroline Boutwell, Beth Bruns, Lori Kline, King 
Tower and John Whittle. 
The 51Ls join just in time to be shouldered with most of the work for Dinner Date 
Auction and the Pledge Drive. PSF welcomes additional volunteers. 
Charter Day symposia announced 
On Friday, Feb. 12, the College and the Tercentenary Progra!fiS SubcolJ11!1ittee 
will sponsor four faculty symposia in connection with Charter Day festivities. All 
faculty and students are invited to attend. 
The symposia will include discussions of curricular developments in the 
undergraduate program of the College, the ethics of genetic engineering, problems 
in marketing American-made products · abroad, and current research into the 
influence of gender on learning and communications skills. 
Persons interested in attending any of these programs may acquire tickets on a 
first-come, first-served basis by calling the Tercentenary office at 221-1005. 
Meeting of the Minds to examine ACLU's role 
This month's Meeting of the Minds is entitled "The ACLU of Virginia: What 
Does it Do and Should It?" Among the cases currently being litigated by the Virginia 
ACLU are: suits to break up multi-member districts in Virginia under the Voting 
Rights Act; defending a SLAPP (strategic Lawsuit Against Public Participation) suit 
brought by a police officer; and challenging an anti-mask statute on behalf of a 
Klansman. The discussion will center whether or not ACLU should exist and what 
kind of case it should litigate. 
The meeting will be hosted at the home of Professor John Levy, an active member 
of the Virginia ACLU, this Thursday, at 7 p.m. Pizza and soda are on the menu. 
Room is available for only ten students. Look for the sign up sheet on the student 
organization board. 
Financial Aid Forms made easy 
The Law Library computer lab now features a program allowing students to laser 
print their Financial Aid Forms (F AF) applications. The new software is installed on 
station eleven, the station connected to the newest and most powerful laser printer. 
Students will need to request assistance from library personnel to gain access to the 
program. 
OUTRAGED, from page 2 
What really bothers me is that 1 don't 
believe anyone on the Honor Council or 
at least on the initial probable cause 
panel, realized the impact a trial would 
have on the accused. Not only did this 
trial cost the accused in emotional terms, 
but he also had to spend an extra week in 
Williamsburg even though his examswere 
finished. 
With its decision to go ahead with a 
trial, the Honor Council has turned the 
shield that protects and honors the 
integrity of the students into a weapon. 
The precedent has nowbeen set for abuse. 
"1 saw so-and-so take his exam in a typing 
carrel with paper over the windows. I saw 
this person take her exam in a far corner 
cubicle with their books on it." Give me 
a break. 
Thankfully I have much more faith in 
the student body here than that, but the 
fact that the Honor Council would order 
a trial on such circumstances is 
frightening. To their credit the Honor 
Council did do one right thing: after the 
presentation of all the evidence by the 
prosecution, they dismissed the case. As 
a rather not too funny aside, the 
prosecution's witnesses included the 
professor who was given the accused's 
exam anonymously along with nine 
others. The professor testified that he 
could find nothing suspicious in any of 
the examinations he graded. 
. I only hope the Honor Council 
members learned from this unfortunate 
incident At its worst, ordering a trial was 
an overzealous exercise of power, at its 
best it was a well intentioned but 
misguided act. There's an old saying, 
"Spare me from people who mean well." 
-Richard A. Hricik 
A suspiciollsperson was reported at Marshall-Wythe on Jan. 28. 
He was later committed to Eastern State Hospital. 
--The Flat Hat 
See what happens when !OU start !our 
outlines too earf!? 
::..- - ... 
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Glutton for punishment 
Ex-editor commits B-lllovie reviewer to Doom Asylum 
By ALAN DUCKWOR1H 
I'm stumped. I can't think Qf 
anything to write about in my 
Qpening paragraph. Usually, 
when this happens, I just make 
fun Qf my editor, Kevin Kroner. 
HQwever, he is taking a leave-
Qf-absence and I have promised 
tQwait tQ comment Qn him until 
he returns. So, see next i~. 
I would go after my current 
editor (As everyQne knows, I 
have a problem with authority), 
but the replacement, l..eeanne 
MQrris,justisn'tvery interesting 
and I don't want to bore my 
faithful fQllQwers. 
So instead I'd like to do law 
school gossip. This, hQwever, 
has proven difficuh because Qf 
the litigiQUS nature Qf MarshaU-
Wythe students. Thus, I can't 
tell yQU which U. Va graduate 
has no Qne bdieving his reply to 
being asked about his regular 
attendance at wQmen's 
basketball games: "I just go fQr 
the ba!O:retbalL The tight 
uniforms have nothingtodowith 
it." 
Furthermore, I can't tell you 
which member Qf the faculty 
basketball team really hurt his 
hand Qn the scorer's table and 
nQt by banging · it on the rim. 
And there is so much mQre that 
I can't ten. two groupsQfyoung people and 
When you see the names adashQfcoroner'sinstruments. 
deleted, usuaI1y the announcer Then shake well and Jet sit for 
teUs you that the names have Qne day. Makes roughly ten 
been hidden tQ protect the dead bodies. 
innocent. That's not true here; The ingredients (ie., cast 
the names are remQved tQ members) are a group of no-
protect me. I don't know much names, who in general perform 
aboutlawyet, but I knowenough at the level Qf talent available at 
to cover my butt. Marshall-Wythe, but sometimes 
Doom Asylum: I have been ascend tQ abysmal. Mitch 
feeling guilty fQr the last two Hansen, whoisadeadsJeazebalJ 
weeks. I should never criticize lawyer (but shouldn't they aU 
anygenreofB-moviesinpubJic. be?), is the killer, played by 
They get so little respect that MichaelRogeo. RuthCollins,a 
the few Qf us who support them veteranQftheB-lDOYiewaISwith 
must always stick together; for credits in Sexpot, Deadly 
in the immortal wQrds Qf EmbraceandPartylncmporated 
Abraham Lincoln, (Qr was that (I think: she was nominated for 
Fred Lederer), "United we anAwfyforthatone)'playsTma, 
stand. Divided we fall" So in Qne Qf the victims-to-be. The 
this column, I am reviewing a Qnly other performerofnote (at 
DTM, or Dead Teenager least by the standards of this 
Movie. I have selected Doom movie) is Patty Mullen, who 
Asylum and it is a great Qne. brings the same depth to the two 
Damn, I can't lie in print characters she plays as she did 
ThenltrulywouJdbeamember tQ her character in 
Qfthe media This is not a good FronkenIwoker. 
movie. It is not, however, a I WoukIloYe to try and teU 
sincerely bad movie either. The you just how bad the dialogue 
lDOYieisatruetakeQffQnDTMs. was in this movie, but the 
So, without further ado, let the memories are just too painful. 
review begin. The farce of the mQvie 
The~pefQrDoomA.sylum basicaJ1y collapses on itself. I 
is simple. Take a crazed kiUer actuaJ1y did lie in print This 
and an abandoned hospital, add movie is truly bad. I give it a shot 
and 15 beer chasers. 
FIIIIIre Force: Mr. Kung Po, 
David Carradine, stars. NcxxI I 
say more? Wen, actuaJ1y, since 
I have not hit my length 
requirement yet and my editors 
will remove vital portions of my 
anatomy if I don't, I must say 
more. 
The plQt Qf this movie 
revQlves around law 
enfQrcement in the future. 'The 
government no longer handles 
the job, but farms it Qut to 
Civilian Operated Patrol 
Services (C.O.P.S.). This is 
basically a grQUP Qf bounty 
hunters who use a slightly 
distorted version oftheMurmda 
warning: "Y OIl have committed 
a crime. You are presumed 
guilty until proven innocent 
-You have the right to die. If you 
chose to relinquish that right, 
you will be placed under arrest 
and imprisoned." I'll bet there 
is no Aa..U anymore. 
The basicpJotis tbatthehead 
ofC.O.P.S. isacrook.. HeoruelS 
the death of a female repotter. 
JQhn Tucker, a good C.O.P.S., 
gets to her first and the chase is 
on. By the way, is it my 
imagination, Qr do most B-
movies involve a long chase? 
Basically, aU the bad guys and 
half the good guys die. Along 
the way, Tucker and reporter 
fall in Ioye. Just a bit of a cliche. 
The cast is comprised Qf a 
seriesQfB-m<:Me staIs(?). David 
Canadine plays JQhn Tucker, 
our hero. His Ioye interest and 
prospective victim of the bad 
guys is Marion Simms, played 
by Anna Piapagna. Dawn 
wildsniith, who has the unique 
honorQfhaving appeared in OYer 
20 movies with none of them 
being released in theatelS (she 
has qualified for my B-1DOYie 
Hall of Fame), plays Roxanne, 
the Qnly member Qf C.O.P.S. 
who did not tum Qn Tucker. 
Becker, a most evil person, is 
played by Robert Tessier. 
By the way, apparently !he 
months Qftherapyworted; I feh 
no fQndness for either Qf the 
villainslwatchedforthisweek's 
column. Dr. Shyster says, 
although it is too early to be 
sure, this is a good sign. 
For anyQne interested, 
Funue Forr;e ~ partota~oi 
mQvies starring David 
Carradine. I cannot comment 
Qn the others because I have not 
seen them-yet This one I can 
commenton. It is an acceptable 
action-adYenture movie, getting 
eight beelS.. 
Ristorante Primo good; Reviewer's choice of dishes bad 
By JAN}!."T BRECKENRIDGE 
Wen fQlks, I've JD<JYed up in the world. 
This week, I and my panel of experts 
sampled the cuisine at the RistQrante 
Primo. We're taIking big bucks, for the 
'Burg that is. Although most Qf you 
probably don't spend such extravagant 
sums of money Qn meals, there are al-
ways those times when you need a nice 
expensive restaurant to gQ to. Say fQr 
example when your parentscome to town, 
or you want to impress (or discourage as 
the case may be) a new romantic interest 
This place is a good candidate. 
My panel of experts consisted QfJudy 
Conti, Leanne CusumanQ and Andrea 
Masciale (aU 2I...'i)-they referred to me 
as Consigliori throughout the meat As 
Consigliori, I developed the first rule of 
law for eating Qut with Janet fQr her 
bimonthly restaurant review, and that is, 
"Don't order whatever Janet is Qrdering 
because it will be theworst po!&ble choice 
of dishes." We decided to split two 
appetizers. I chose the fried calamari, 
which everyone agreed would be a true 
test of an Italian restaurant Bad choice. 
It resembled popcorn shrimp, was hard 
to chew, and the ratio Qf breading to 
meat was 1:1. The Qther appetizer cho-
sen was the deep fried artichokes, which 
was wonderful! The artichokes were 
tender and retained their delicate taste 
despite being deep fried, and were served 
with a creamy herb mayQnnaise-based 
sauce that complemented but did not 
overpower the artichoke taste. 
True to form, I selected the WQrst of 
the entrees we tried that night I had the 
FusiUe Ballerine, which in layman's te rms 
is pasta twists with a tQmato sauce, fresh 
basil and mozzarella UnfQrtunately, 
when I was served, the meal was notvety 
hot and the mozzarella had congealed 
into thick sticeson top of the pasta. Also, 
I couJd barely taste the tomato sauce. 
Everyone else's food was exceptional. 
Leanne had Penne Puttanesca which was 
out of this world! Her Qnly complaint 
was that the dish wasn't hot enough, 
temperature-wise. Andrea had chicken 
with walnuts and Madeira sauce. She 
said it reminded her of a chicken dish she 
had in Germany-I can't think Qf a more 
glowing recommendation than that! 
Actually, we aU tried it and agreed that it 
was wonderful. And finaUy, Judy had 
Shrimp fra Diavolo, which the menu re-
ferred to as Shrimp fra Diablo, and both 
Judy and my mom (who knows every-
thing) assured me that the menu spelling 
was wrong. Judy was very pleased with 
See PRIMO, page 21 
Night at the opera: Carmen disappointing 
By SUZANNE McGRAm 
All dres;ed up and no place to go? 
On a weekday night in Williamsburg Qne 
can Qnly be pleasantly surprised by the 
prospect Qf a night at the Qpera. The 
anticipation in this case was followed by 
mild disappointment in the performance 
Qf Cannen at PBK HaIL 
This disappointment was surprising 
given that the perfQrmance was offered 
by the New YQrk City Opera's National 
Company, which has Qften received high 
praise. Part of this acclaim has been in 
response to the company's innovative 
use Qf supertitJes (English translations 
projected on a screen above the stage), 
intended to make opera more accessrble 
toAmericanaudiences. Thisfeaturedid 
help to make the action much easier to 
follow. However, several problems with 
the casting and acting suggested that this 
Qfferingwas notone of the NYCO'sbest. 
One potential problem with Carmen 
itself is the relentJeso;ly corny plot Don 
Jose,asoJdiertemporarilydisplacedfrom 
his native village, piousIy preserving his 
virtue for the sake Qf his mother and the 
beautiful girl next door, is accosted and 
corrupted by the voluptuous Carmen, a 
~ girl in Seville who drives him to 
passiQnate distraction and lures him into 
a life of dishonor, only to throw him over 
for a bullfighter in the end The trite~ 
Qf the plot hits its height when the girl 
next door finaJ1y comes to reclaim Don 
Jose and return him to his mother. Upon 
being rebuffed, the girl announces that 
siIle has one last word for Don Jose be-
fore she goes: "Your mother is dying." 
See CARMEN, page 19 
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It's Only Rock & Roll 
It was a very good year: A musical review of Ninety-Two 
By PHIL NUGENT 
Gentle readers: so many of you have 
been clamoring for a Best-of- I992 
column that I would be remiss not to 
fulfill your hopes and expectations. 
Besides, after the horror of the Pooh 
Sticks (last issue), I have been more than 
a little nervous about again testing 1993 s 
musical waters (something about "once 
bitten, twice shy"). Myconfidential music 
biz source (Deep Ear) assures me that a 
host of quality albums are due to be 
released within the next few weeks, but 
until then, we'll relive the best moments 
of '92. 
Compiling this list wa no easy task, 
given the quantity of quality music 1992 
provided. The selections were made 
with an ear to what would most likely 
stand the test of time: will it till sound 
good in five years? (Apologies to the 
Beastie Boys, Toad The Wet Sprocket, 
Pearl Jam, etc.) I m not a stickler for 
dates of release: a couple lections 
came out in late 91, but were really part 
of the '92 music scene (so sue me!). 
Anyway, after much consternation and 
hand-wringing, here's a baker's dozen of 
the best of the past year, in order of just 
how much they mean to yours truly: 
1. R.E.M., Automatic for the People. 
Perhaps their best album; certainly, their 
most beautiful (apart from 
"Ignoreland"), with haunting orchestral 
arrangements by none other than Led 
Zep's John Paul Jones. Soaring and 
elegiac: built to last. 
2. U2,Ac/ztung Baby. Even if their stage 
presence has become somewhat over the 
top, this band continues to put out some 
of its best music. It's not TheJoshlla Tree, 
but it's just as good, in an entirelydifferent 
vein. 
3. Various Artists, MusicFrom tlzeMotion 
Picture Soundtrack, 'Unti/17ze End oftlze 
World'. A sublime compilation of other-
worldly tunes to go with an unusual flick. 
Featuring songs from Talking Heads, 
Lou Reed, Elvis Costello, Nick Cave and 
the Bad Seeds, D epeche Mode, T-Bone 
Burnett, Patti Smith, and many, many 
more! 
4. The Church, Priest = Aura. The 
blokes from Down Under finally put itall 
together in a superb album of deep, dark 
textures. From "Aura" and' Ripple" 
through "Chaos" and "Film," they seem 
to be telling a story. I haven't figured it 
out yet, but the orchestral maneuvers are 
themselves particularly worthwhile. 
5. Tori Amos, Little Earthquakes. In her 
first album as a solo artist, Amos tackles 
any and all subjects with an iron will, a 
beautiful voice and a keen sense of irony. 
Her haunting voice will ensure that you 
remember these personal songs of sin 
and salvation. 
6. Marc Cohn, Marc Cohn. In his debut 
album, singer-songwriter-pianist Cohn 
shows he's good for the long haul. 
"Walking In Memphis," " Silver 
Thunderbird" and "True Companion" 
stand out, but the whole album is 
excellent. 
7. Arrested Development, 3 Years, 5 
Months & 2 Days in tlze Life 
of. . . . The new royalty of rap. Doing 
their own thing, they have no equals in 
their mLX of message, love and humor. 
No pushovers (see "Give a Man a Fish"). 
A.D. signifies empowerment with a 
conscience. 
8. Lyle UJvett, Joslllla Judges Rllth. Is he 
Country? Is he Rock? He s whatever he 
wants to be. And after doing the Big 
Band thing Lovett returns to do the 
Gospel thing. The man is a true original. 
All I can say is "Hallelujah!" 
9. Sinead O'Connor,AmI Not YOllrGirl? 
So, she's hopelessly confused; she's still 
got more soul than 99 percent of the 
other chanteuses in the music bins and 
she shines on this album of old standards. 
When she sings Billie Holiday, she does 
it with authenticity. 
10. G.E. Smith and the Saturday Night 
Live Band, GetA Little. This is for those 
of us who think G.E.'s ten-member band 
is one of the best things about SNL. The 
album is a sassy, humor-filled, bluesy jam 
session with enough horns to start a party. 
11. (tie) Peter Gabriel, Us; Annie Lennox, 
Diva. Good pop from two masters. 
Somewhat more introspective than So, 
Us balances the likes of "Steam" with 
"Love to be Loved" and "Come Talk To 
Me." Ms. Lennox shows that she was the 
true talent behind the Eurythmics, and 
she has put out an album superior to any 
of those she did with Dave Stewart. 
U. Etta James, 17ze Right Tim.e. This 
woman can sing the blues. And with the 
help of members of Wilson Pickett sold 
band, this album rocks. 
13. Ottmar Liebert & Luna Negra, Solo 
Para Ti. Maybe Ottmar isn' t Mr. 
Excitement, but when studying for 
Corporations, nothing is better than to 
have this talented flamenco guitarist 
strumming in the background. 
Contrary to predictionMatinee delightfuI,Hexed horrible 
By STEVE YOUNGKIN 
After a while, you tend to 
think that you can't be surprised 
by movies anymore. You start 
ro believe that you can effec-
tively judge how good or bad a 
movie is by its advertising, plot, 
stars, etc. Most of the time you're 
right. Some ofthe time, though, 
a movie is completely different 
from what you expected. That's 
good if you were expecting noth-
ing from it. However, if you 
were expecting something, then 
you start feeling angry at the 
money and time you wasted. 
This week's movies are ex-
amples of both types. When I 
walked into Matinee, I was ex-
pecting a mediocre movie with 
hopefully some good spots. 
What I got instead is a delight-
fully charming movie that sur-
prised me by its humor, grace 
and style. The movie stars John 
Goodman as Lawrence 
Woolsey, a producer of monster 
horror movies. He's set to pre-
mier his newest movie Mant (a 
movie about a monster that is 
halfman, half ant) in Key West 
when the Cuban missile crisis 
occurs. This doesn't deter him 
from opening it, but instead he 
capitalizes on the fear of the 
residents. To further enhance 
the experience, he sets up the 
theater with his gimmicks like 
" Rumble-Rama" which causes 
the theater to shake. 
The plot is hard to convey 
since the film doesn 't pay too 
much attention to it. LikeAmeri-
can Graffiti, this movie is more 
concerned with showing lifedur-
ing this time period rather than 
advancing some big important 
plot. As a result, the pacing is 
casual without getting slow. 
Director Joe Dante (Grem-
lins) establishes the tone ofthe 
moviewith a "sneak preview ' of 
Mant that reflects both the re-
spect and affection he has for 
movies. While he does make 
fun of the monster movie genre, 
it is done with such love, you 
know he really likes these mov-
ies. Mant also features some 
delightfully bad dialogue (wife 
referring to her husband-tumed-
mant: "He's not really a mon-
ster, deep down he's just a shoe 
salesman"). 
As Lawrence Woolsey, John 
Goodman brings a presence to 
the screen that merits attention. 
He is perfect in the role and 
manages to make a man that is 
principally a hustler at heart lik-
able. Whenever the movie starts 
to sag, Goodman appears to 
liven things up. This is truly a 
movie to be appreciated. 
Imagine mydepression when 
I walked out of Matinee and into 
Hexed. The movie is a tasteless, 
lifeless, humorless, empty shell 
of motion picture. The story is 
about a Walter Mitty-ish hotel 
desk clerk who dates an interna-
tional fashion model who turns 
outto be a murderous psychotic. 
In fact, the movie is so bad it 
is an education in what notto do 
inamovie. For example, a prime 
rule for future directors is don't 
do a dark subject (like suicide) 
comedically unless you can do it 
with some style. Also, never 
ever use a scene where a mime 
gets punched out. Finally, if 
you're going to do a comedy, 
include at least one joke. Oth-
erwise, you will have something 
like i-ie.xcd, which is not a movie 
but more a waste of celluloid. 
The Band Box 
Rents Movies 
It's a good deal on good movies. 
In addition to having great prices and selection on compact discs and tapes, 
the Band Box rents movies. We've got the best of the new releases and a very 
interesting catalog. We've tried to select good movies--titles that you might 
nO[ find every'where, ranging from classic to obscure. 
We're convenient to the downtown area , located just one block from Mer-
chant Square and the College. Drop in at lunch, or after work. We're open until 
9:00, Monday through Saturday, and Sunday, 12:00-6:00. Return movies in our 
drop box if you wish. 
Video memberships are free. Local residents and students just need 2 ac-
cepted I.D.s a!ld a home phone number. If you're at a conference at W &M, be 
sure to bring your conference card and an 1.0. 
Regular movie rentals are S 1.91. If you rent 2 movies you may choose a 
3rd for only 69¢ plus get an extra day. 
ruE ........................ .. 
BAND BOX 
517 Prince George St. 229-8974 
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Aftc;r the epoxy set on these couples' hand~, there was nothing 
left for them to do but dance. 
Cowpokes Mark Donald and Mark Capron (2Ls) want to know 
why you weren't at the Grad Thing. 
• In 
These M-W students learned how to pa s the time while standing in the 
unemployment line. 
Look out Garth Brooks--Southern Pride shows the crowd why country music has 
become so popular. 
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The World Almaaac~Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Sudden 
IIIock 
5 SInger Jon 
Bon-
a ...... 
IUfIIx 
12 SIotll 
13 Enllty 
14 BlmYlrd 
bird 
15 Nov ... t 
ErIcI-
16 CIgarette 
In9r~nt 
18 Type of 
bMn 
18 Long-
20 Sport. 
match 
21 Undlvtdld 
23 Oneof~ 
lumbu.' 
ahlp. 
26 Slylng 
29 Chide 
33 Piliid 
34 Actor-
Ferrer 
34fllayOll 
--
37 II In debt to 
38 ShIft 
dlnc:tIon 
39 ElIterUiMr 
- MItchell 
40 Ankle Injury 
42 la .. oId 
44 Atllnll 
46 HIlI dwellr 
47 Actr ... 
Fonllinl 
SO Coltege de;. 
52 Peg --
Heart 
55 a. lltultld 
below 
58 WIld plum 
59 --
.lInd.tlll 
60 Vllt period 
of time 
61 - COIldl 
62 - de plume 
63 Ingll" 
64 New TlltI-
ment book 
1 Tribll mlglc 
2 --
Ibout 
3 Holder of 
1I11-I.lIte 
title 
4 pun 
5 Famld 
p.ychologl.t 
6 Soup 
Inglldlent 
7 Singer-
Damone 
8 Former 
Japan .. e 
. tat .. man 
9 A . tate 
10 Food lI.t 
l lDIII .. ed 
17 Construe· 
tlon b .. m 
19 - Ungu. 
22 Egg drink 
24 A pllywright 
25 Born 
___ POIDIe 
26 SI.'. 
IIb llng. 
27 Loud cry 
28 Demon of 
Arablln 1011 
30 Of Mltthew, 
John, 
Jlmll, etc. 
31 Bring Into 
hl rmony 
32 Noyellat 
Bagnold 
35 Siberi in gulf 
38 Julll i nd 
39 Aetor -
Voight 
41 Flr. t·rlte 
(2 wd •. ) 
43 Wlltern 
hlmlapherl 
Illn. 
45 Fool 
47 Don-
48 Pllpolltlon 
49 Actor Wilt 
51 Uon.' 
homll 
53 - Bllnc 
54 Chllr. 
56 Actre .. 
ChlrlOttl 
57 Pllture li nd 
58 Hellth rllort 
22 (e) 1992 by NEA. Inc. 
REVIEWED, from page 7 
new tapes were being filmed at 
George Mason and would be 
available in one month--small 
consolation for someone with a 
bar exam in five weeks. He 
added that accuracy in bar 
review materials is crucial 
because there is so much 
pressure to learn and relearn a 
lot of material in ·such a short 
time, and the lack of accuracy in 
the SMH materials undermined 
his confidence. While he stated 
that SMH did not provide any 
timely corrections for these 
errors, other SMH participants 
said that they received numerous 
addenda and corrections with 
their materials for the course 
and found no problems with lack 
of accuracy. 
"looked more like (professional 
outlines]," while " the SMH 
books were organized like 
Nutshells." 
Bar/Bri is the leader, SMH does 
not yet offer a bar review course. 
Julie Jacobson (Yale '92) 
reported that the reason she took 
Bar/Bri was because it is the 
biggest. program, both in terms 
of number of participants and 
number of locations offered. 
Thishad two advantages for her. 
First, it provided her with the 
ability to study for the exam at 
her home in California and while 
she travelled during the summer . 
In addition, she said that 
because such a large a 
percentage of aspiring lawyers 
take the Bar/Bri course, even if 
Bar/ Bri does periodically 
provide a wrong answer, all the 
Bar/Bri participants will make 
the same mistake on the test, 
and the bar examiners will be 
more likely to allow the Bar/Bri 
answer as valid. Both of these 
advantages are equally 
applicable to Virginia, where 
BarlBri is also the leading 
program. 
The relative strength of bar 
review courses varies from state 
to state, and in Maryland, 
Murphy reports that SMH, not 
Bar/Bri, is the leading program. 
Pam Arluk (W &M '92), the only 
Maryland lawyer surveyed, 
however, used Bar/Bn. She felt 
that" all the courses are basically 
the same," and stated that she 
chose Bar/Bri because SMH ran 
longer than Bar/Bri and did not 
leave as much time to study 
before the test. In addition, she 
said that she preferred the Barl 
Bri materials because they 
The Bar/Bri books are indeed 
written in outline form 
(Waldrop reported that 
Gilbert's and Bar/Bri are owned 
by the same company), while 
the SMH books are organized 
into complete sentences and 
paragraphs. Both Murphy and 
W aldropcite this as a legitimate 
difference between the two 
programs, and sta te tha t stud en ts 
should take their own study 
preferences into account when 
choosing a program that is right 
for them. 
In New York State, where 
CARMEN, from page 16 
T he predictabili ty of such a equence 
brings it dangerously close to being funny. 
In o rder to succeed at making this plot 
bel ievable and d ramatic rathe r than 
comical, the parts must be sung with 
d rama and passion. It was in this most 
basic particular that the performers fruled. 
T he viewer simply had a difficult time 
being drawn inTO the artra tion between 
Carmen and Don It)se, as rhac appeared 
to be very little chemistry and depth of 
kdin,; between thcnL 
Carn1cn, play >J Wedn ·~.by night by 
an undcP.;tudy, cmeJ to b ek the !Tly~ti­
cIs 'nsuality of the cha: acter. More 
unkempt than savag'ly al luring. this 
CarnIen mad it difficult 10 beij~'ve that 
~h • \\ a, the :;ort of worn, 11 \vhn C0uld 
drive men wild. 1110ugh sh~' pr :arl'd to 
senle into the role and b~coI11e more 
believabk as tim> went on, i~ y",emed to 
be too little too late. 
Thi' sh rtcoming was c ':l1plicated 
by the miscasting of Don Jo:,e \ 'ho made 
it equally implausible that he wa the 
kind of man women would W<lnt to drive 
wild. Rather than appearing naively in-
nocent, this Don Jose merely seemed 
stupid much of the time. At the point 
where he is told that his beloved mother 
is dying, and later when he is told by 
Carmen that she no longer loves hi in, 
ra ther than appearing emotionally shat-
tered and enraged, he comes off looking 
helplessly bewi ldered . Simi larly, the to-
reador Escamillo, who ultimately d is-
places Don Jose, was more comical than 
heroically attractive, as he strode around 
the stag in his lank!. Gumby-esque style. 
This is not to ay that the perfor-
man es of the principals wer all bad. In 
fact. both Carmen and Don Jose had 
strong voice~ which resulted in s'veral 
memorable arias and duets. The prob-
lems wer far less with the singing than 
with the acting. Among the principal 
perf rmanc ·s. the most outstanding was 
thatofMicheala, the girl next door, whose 
purity was played to the hilt and whos 
voice was truly powerful. 
Also ex ellent was the accompani-
ment of the arch ~tra, a group of 28 
musicians who travel with the company. 
The a rch tra provided lively renditions 
of Bizet' famil iar themes, such as the 
overture and the "Toreador Song." 
However, at times the strength of the 
orchestra overpowered the performers, 
in part because the dialogue was often 
spoken too softly to be easily heard, and 
partly due to the size of PBK Hall. The 
prominence of the orchestra necessarily 
packed in front of the stage was some-
what distracting, especially to those 
seated in the front central seats, whose 
VIC'S FEAT, from page 11 
ability to govern ourselves or that we are 
too involved to act as fair judges ~)l. our 
fellow c!as~maks. With this I disagree. 
Students are well aware of tht" lhreat 
academic dishonesty rl'presents tc our 
in ·titution. In addition. students know 
that for ver, und 'sen;ed advance made 
bya :;tudentwho hascheated, many other 
hard-working and honest student:. do 
not receive their appropriate recognition. 
To imply that in light of this 'very 
acquittal of a student is an expres..,ion of 
sympathy for a classmate, rather than a 
fair evaluation of the facts that have been 
presented at trial, slights student efforts 
This brief survey is anything 
but scientific, butitwas taken at 
random (i.e., this reporter ca lling 
friends and acquaintances on the 
Amicus tab) and without prior 
knowledge of participants' 
preferences. In general, Bar! 
Bri is considered superior to 
SMH, particularJyfor those who 
plan to practice in Virginia. 
SMH, however, is better for the 
muItistate portion. Students 
view was actually obstructed by the con-
ductor. 
. Is this a full scale indictment of the 
New York City Opera? Not at all. The 
orchestral and vocal quality of the pro-
duction was evident, suggesting that any 
problems may merely have been in the 
casting of this particular opera. And 
an)'Way, what more can one expect from 
a Wednesday night in Williamsburg? 
embodied in the Honor Code. 
However, until the faculty as a whole 
endorses the Honor Code and agrees to 
abide by its decision:" faculty members 
will continue to reserve the right to fail 
students for academic dishonesty. The 
cutTent Honor C()uncil should solicit the 
views of faculty· members to understand 
their objections, if any, to th~ current 
Honor Code. Once these views are made 
kn )wn, the Council and the faculty 
should work together to ensure that the 
faculty supports the Cbuncil's 
administration of the Code. Only with 
complete faculty support can the history 
of student-administered discipline for 
acts of academic dishonesty continue at 
our schooL 
... --
..., .-
.. .... 
'Events Calendar 
.. . 
Monday, Feb. 8 
CHARTER DAY 
Birthdays: Gen. William Sherman (1820) -look out, Atlanta. 
Computer Lab: closed for PC Maintenance, 8-10 a.m. 
.< 
Founding DaiY of the Charter Ceremony: commemorating 300th Anniversary of 
the Conferral of the Charter, Wrw Building steps, noon. Open to the public, 
reservations 1I10t required. For information call ext. 12636. 
Tercentenary Luncheon: Ambassador Hans Meesman, Royal Netherlands 
Embassy, guest speaker, Trinkle Hall, 1 p.m. Open to public, reservations made 
by payment of $10 per person prior to Jan. 25. For information, call ext. 12636. 
Exhibitions Opening Reception: "300 Years of Distinction: The College of 
William and Mary, 1693 to 1993" in the Zollinger Museum, and "The History of 
Women in Virginia," Botetourt Gallery, 4-6p.m. Reception and exhibitions open 
to public. Reservations not required. Call ext. 13050. 
Commemorative Chapel Service: recalling College's original mission in 1690s, 
music by Botetourt Chamber Singers, Wren Chapel, 7 p.m. Limited seating. For 
information, call ext. 12636. 
Tuesday, Feb. 9 
Birthdays: William Henry Harrison (1773) - Prez for a month. 
Lecture: "Thle Poema de Mio Cid: Some Problems of Genre and Critical 
Approach," David G. Pattison, professor, Magdalene, College, Oxford, 
Washington 201, 4 p.m. Reception will follow. 
School of Education Lecture Series: A conversation with Henry RosovsJ...]' '49, 
former dean of arts & sciences, Harvard University. Washington 210, 4:30 p.m. 
Lecture: "The Fine Art of Drawing," Miles Chappell, Muscarelle, 5:15 p.m. 
Study Abroad infonnation on Exeter Exchange program: CC atrium, 7:30 p.m. 
Women's Studies Forum: "Return of the Living Dead: Sylvia Plath's Lady 
Lazarus," Colleen Kennedy, assistant professor of English and director, Writing 
Center, Washington 201, 7:45 p.m. 
Tercentenary Lecture Series: Henry Louis Gates, chairman, Afro-American 
studies depaltment, Harvard University, PBK, 8 p.m. 
Long H9.i~· The. Hp.~tlp.s first performance on Ed Sullivan. 
Wednesday, Feb. 10 
Japanese Honors Forum: "Japan and Virginia in the 21st Century," Henry 
RosovsJ...]' '49, Washington 201 , 7:30 p.m. 
Thursday, Feb. III 
Birthdays: Thomas Edison (1847) 
Thomas Jefferson Program in Public Policy Conference: "America's Investment 
in Public Education: What, How Much and For Whom?"; luncheon address by 
Robert H. Altwell, president, American Council on Education; evening debate: 
"Liberal Education in the 21st Century," mcx:lerated by journalist Roger Mudd 
Olde Guarde Day: honoring alumni who graduated 50 or more years ago. 
Program begins at Williamsburg Lcx:Ige, 10 a.m. 
National Geographic: premeire of multi-image prcx:luction on the history of the 
.CollegeWilliam & Mary Hall, 7:30 p.m. 
Meeting of the Minds: Topic: the ACLU. Professor John Levy's house, 7 p.m. 
Sign up sheet on bulletin board. 
Cheaper, faster, better: Founding ofJapan by Emperor Jimmu Tennu, 660 AD. 
Easement: Vatican City made an enclave of Rome, 1929. 
Friday, Feb. 12 
Birthdays: Abe Lincoln (1802) and Charles Darwin (1809). 
Sweethearts Weekend: Continues through Tuesday, Feb. 16; alumni sweethearts 
return to campus to participate in Charter Week activities. 
Charter Day Symposia: "Bringing the 21st Century Home to W&M: A Progress 
Report On the Undergraduate Curriculum, PBK, 2:15 p.m.; "America's Image 
Abroad" CC Iballroom, 2: 15 p.rn.; "Do Women Learn, Think, and Communicate 
Differently Than Men?" PBK, 3:45 p.m.; "Splicing Genes and Playing Goo" CC 
ballroom, 3:45 p.m.; Tickets required. Call ext. 12636. 
Gallery Talk: "A Golden Age of Painting," Mark Johnson, Muscarelle, 5:15 p.m. 
Music: Techno Night, Peppermint Beach Club, Virginia Beach, $8 admission. 
Saturday,Feb.13 
Registration jror children's art classes: Muscarelle Museum, 10 a.m. to noon. 
Charter Day Convocation: Exercises commemoratirIg the 300th anniversary of 
the granting of the Royal Charter; featuring an address by His Royal Highness the 
Prince of Walles. William and Mary Hall, 10:30 a.m. Tickets required 
Concert: "Theatrical Music of Henry Purcell, Court Composer to William III and 
Mary Il," Capriole, PBK, 3 p.m. Tickets: $8 W&M students with 10. 
Tercentenary Concert: featuring Judy Collins, William and Mary Hall 
Sunday, Feb. 14 
ST. VALENTINE'S DAY 
THE AMIcus CuruAE 
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Winter Tea: Muscarelle Museum, 3 to 5 p.m. Tickets $5, $2 for students. Andrea 
Jones and company will be there! 
Japanese Film Festival: "Roshomon," Williamsburg Regional Library, 7 p.m. 
Music: Rare Daze, at Peppermint Beach Oub, Va Beach. 
Come Here, I Want You: Alexander Graham Bell files for patent on telephone. 
MAD Homeland: Arizona becomes 48th state. 
Monday, Feb. 15 
Birthdays: Galileo (1564). 
Wendy and Emery Reves Lecture Series: "The Nation-State in the Face of 
Mcx:lernity: Past, Present and Future of an Institution," Michael Mann, historian 
and political sociologist, UCLA, CC ballroom, 6:30 p.m. 
Institute of Early American History and Culture SpriQ.g Colloquium: "'To 
Cultivate a Good Understanding': Indian Interpreters as Agents of Cultural 
Exchange and Amalgamation in 18th-Century New York," Nancy L. Hagedorn, 
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, Institute Library, 7:30 p.m. 
Let's Have a War: USS Maine sinks in Havana harbor. 
Tuesday, Feb. 16 
Law School Alumni Reception: 6 p.m. at Kiln Creek. 
Faculty Discussion: "The Dissolution of the U.S.S.R.," Anthony Anemone, 
associate professor of mcx:lern languages and literatures, and Anne E. Henderson, 
assistant professor of government; Tucker 120, 7 p.m. 
Women's Studies Forum: "Changing Perspelctives on Primate Female Evolution," 
Barbara King, assistant professor of anthropology, Washington 201, 7:30 p.m. 
Harrison Lecture Series: "What If Enslaved Africans Had Not Been Brought to 
North America?" Michal Sobel, James Pinckney Harrison Professor of History, 
PBK, Dcx:lge Room, 7:30 p.m. 
Concert: The Williamsburg Symphonia Chamber Players, Muscarelle Museum, 
8 p.m. Tickets required, call ext. 12700. 
Music: Yellow Man, Flood Zone, Richmond. 
Practice Makes Perfect: Lithuania declares short-lived independance. 
Wednesday, Feb. 17 
Birthdays: A Montgomery Ward (1844). 
Faculty Lecture Series: "The Founding ofWilJjam & Mary a, " Thad Tate, Forest 
P. Murden Jr. Professor of History Emeritlls, Washington 201, 7:30 p .m. 
Regrettable: Mississippi readmitted to U.S. after Civil War, 1970. 
Thursday, Feb. 18 
National Bun Day: Iceland 
Faculty Regalia Day: College Bookstore, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m 
Town & Gown Luncheon: "The Problems of the Criminal Justice System," Paul 
Marcus, professor of law, CC ballroom, 12:15 p.m. 
Commonwealth Center Seminar: '''Let No Man Put Asunder': Family and 
Freedom under Slavery," Lany E. Hudson, assistant professor of history, Frederick 
Douglass Institute for African and African American Studies, University of 
Rochester, Botetourt Theatre, 5 p.m. 
SA Dinner Theatre: CC atrium, 6:30 p.m. For information, call ext. 13302. 
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar Lecture ~eries: "How Could We So 
Misunderstand the Goals of Science?" Donald E. Stokes, University Professor of 
Politics and Public Affairs, Princeton University, Andrews 101, 7:30 p.m. 
Disney Gets Free Publicity: Clyde Thombugh discovers Pluto. 
Friday, Feb. 19 
Birthdays: Copernicus (1473). 
MOST tour of Surry Nuclear Power facility: departing Jones lobby, 1 p.m. 
Interested persons should call Allison Powdl, ext. 14167 before Feb. 10. 
SA Movies: "Dangerous Liaisons" and "Of Mice and Men," Trinkle Hall, 7 p.m. 
Music: BS&M, Paul's Deli 
A UUle Late: President Ford pardons Tok.,)'o Rose. 
Saturday, Feb. 20 
Birthdays: Ansel Adams (1902). 
Music: Sundays, at Boat House, Norfolk. 
What a Ride, Man: John Glenn becomes first American to orbit Earth. 
Sunday, Feb. 21 
Films: "Van Eyck: Father of Flernish Paintmg," "Three Paintings by Bosch" and 
"Brueghel's People," Muscarelle Museum, 4 p.m. 
Japanese Film Festival: "Snow Country," Williamsburg Regional Library, 7 p.m. 
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CHANGES, from page 3 . 
Professor Hardy, the committee chair, in 
the coming weeks.. 
Flectronic mailing list, copier needed 
The newly aeated committee to re-
search changes in OCPP policies is the 
result of several comments in last 
semester's swvey. While every depart-
mentreceived generaIIypositiveremarks 
in the swvey, the OCPP had the most 
room for improvement. Some of the 
specific suggestions which the commit-
tee will follow up on include: more help 
obtainingjobs with smaller firms and the 
government; the creation of an on-line 
employer mailing list; and the placement 
of a copier in the OCPP offices. 
New committee heads. Love and 
livaccari, have plans to leammore. 'The 
second and third years have had the most 
contact with OCPP and know where the 
problems are," Love said "But the first 
years are the ones who will benefit from 
the changes." Co-chair Iivaccari said 
the two implemented their own swvey to 
uncover other areas worth exploring. 
Banisters' Ball, Dean search discussed 
In other SBA business, the date was 
fixed for Barrister's BalI. The annual 
spring semester formal dance wm be 
, 
held Marclt 20 at The Williamsburg 
Lodge. 
The SBA teacher and course evalua-
tions, which were distributed during the 
first week of classes are being tabulated. 
Results should be available for publica-
tion in the next iswe of theAmims. 
Preparations are underway for next 
year's SBA budget Treasurer, Jennie 
Johnsonsaid organizations who received 
funding last year have received letten; 
asking them to re-submit their budget 
requests. Any new organization that 
would like to apply for funding for next 
year should see Johnson as soon as p0s-
Sible. "'The SBA has to turn in its budget 
on Feb. 12," she said "Then all the 
graduate schools compare to make sure 
no one is asking for anything way out of 
proportion to the previous year." 
Cartee gave a brief update on the 
Dean search process. Student opinion 
on the remaining candidates will be fi-
nalized at a hearing involving all mem-
bersof the studen~ search committees. If 
there are dissenting opinions, they will 
be included along with the student re-
POrt. which Cartee will present to the 
standing search committee. The current 
schedule caIIs for committee recommen-
dations to be forwarded to President 
Timothy Sullivan by Feb. 15. 
spirits & sports 
PRIMO, from page 16 
the fact that it contained medicinal 
amounts of garlic, and she was relieved 
that she would not be seeing her boy-
friend for the next couple of days. Our 
motto is, there is no such thing as too 
much garlic. Seriously! 
Upon ordering dessert, we discov-
ered the exception to the first rule of law 
of eating out with Janet "Sheknowsher 
desserts." Judy and 1 split a serving of 
Trramisu which is to die for. Leanne had 
the dessert special, a raspbeny truffle 
dipped in white chocolate with dark 
chocolate drizzled over the top, in a pool 
of raspbeny cream sauce. This, too, was 
awesome. Andrea picked the cannoli, 
which she said was not like your normal 
cannoli, but had candied citrus fruit in 
the pink-colored filling and a very light 
and tasty shell. She said it was good but 
could have been better. Dh well, better 
luck next time, Andrea. At least you 
didn't get the Fusille BaIIerine! 
Our meal came to $27 per person 
with tip, and that includes a haIfcarafe of 
wine. Fairly pricey, but not too bad if 
you're not paying. The atmosphere was 
cozy. There is quite an eclectic (0001-1 
never thought I'd get a chance to use that 
21 
word) collection of prints on the waIls, 
but it works. OurwaitpersoD, John, was 
verygood, but he was overextended! But 
astheonlyoneworkingthatnight, hedid 
the best job anyone could have done. 
Theownerisquitec:harming. Shegue&'ied 
that we were law students, and in re-
sponse to ourinquiIy as to how she knew, 
she replied thatwewerelookingwrinkIed 
before we even got to 3O! I for one wear 
my law school suffering like a badge-I'd 
hate to think that 1 experienced as much 
stress asI have and no one else could tell! 
We had an equally entertaining visit 
with the owner last fall when we went to 
have dessert and coffee at Ristorante 
Primo. Despite the fact that we informed 
her of our intentions before being seated, 
we were subjected to a lecture regarding 
the inappropriateness of patronizing her 
establishment for dessert only. 
Db, and a little gossip. Does anyone 
remember Bill Reiter, who would be a 
lLright now ifhe had not have baled out 
first semester, first year? Well, after 
leaving M-W, Bill worked at Ristorimte 
Primo,andinfactwastheonewhowaited 
on us last fall. We asked John what had 
become of Bill. We were told that Bill 
and his fiancee have taken off to Califor-
nia where Bill will seek fame and fortune 
racing cars. Good luck Bill! 
an's 
Come Enjoy Great Food and A Great Time At O'Callaghan's 
Listen to Live Entertainment, Shoot a Game of Darts, 
And Watch Your Favorite Sports On Our 10 Foot TV Screen 
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Blue Devils' day • IS over, God Inust be a Tar Heel 
By ERIC CHASSE 
Everybody loves a winner .. 
. unless, of course, the winner 
makes the fatal mistake of 
winning too much. Remember 
UNL V a few years ago, as they 
swept through a pathetic Big 
West Conference schedule and 
went into the tournament 
undefeated? The Rebels were 
the team that everybody loved 
to hate, except for all the 
attorneys handling Jerry 
Tarkanian's court battles. And 
what about UCLA, a few years 
earlier, with a veritable 
monopoly on the national 
championship during the 
Wooden years? And even in 
the professional ranks, a lot of 
people around the country 
STILL have not forgiven the 
Celtics for their incredible run 
of success in the 1960s. 
W inning is always terrific for 
the underdog, the Villanovas 
and the lowas of the world. But 
when a program dares to 
approac h dynjldy status, 
winning can become, well, 
boring. 
Take last year's Duke squad, 
for example. As much as I hate 
to admit it, the Dookies were 
simply an awesome 
conglomeration of talent, head, 
shoulders and various other body 
parts above the rest of the field . 
Sure, there was the occasional 
off night (see Wake Forest), but 
overall, no one really had a shot 
at knocking them off their perch. 
The end result was (ho-hum) 
another Final Four and another 
(yawn) national championship. 
But fear not, oh faint of heart; 
this year, there are no dynasties, 
no clearly dominant teams, 
either in college or the pros. In 
my opinion, this fact makes for 
the most exciting basketball 
season in recent history. 
After a run of three 
consecutive losses on Sundays, 
the aforementioned Blue Devils 
have falJen to the middle of the 
ACe. (By the way, is it any 
wonder that a team called the 
Devils loseson the Sabbath day? 
I've always thought that Bobby 
Hurley was the anti-Chri'st, and 
now we have undeniable proof. 
See, Gregg, like I always said, 
God must be a Tarheel--just 
look at that Carolina Blue sky.) 
Michigan plays like world 
beaters one night, then seems 
just mediocre the next. No one 
will deny that Kansas has a great 
team, except of course the 
players from Long Beach State. 
Kentud.'Y, Indiana, UNC, et 
cetera have all proven to be 
inherently beatable; for the first 
time ina long time in the NCAA, 
there are no locks. there are no 
sure things . . . ' and there is 
therefore much rejoicing. 
In the pros, 'da Bulls' just 
finished their first losing month 
since Phil Jackson took over the 
team, and are clearly no longer 
the dominant force of the NBA 
Either the champs are slipping, 
or the rest of the league is 
catching up. I prefer to think 
the latter has more to do with it 
than the former. Look at the 
teams on the rise in the NBA 
like Orlando, New Jersey, and 
Phoenix; there is simply a better 
distribution of talent in the 
league now than there has been 
in years, which makes for 
competitive games, tight 
pennant races and really ticked-
off bookies in Vegas. 
There is no fun in watching 
the haves destroy the have-nots 
night in and night out; the early 
Romans tried it for a while with 
the Lions vs. Christians series, 
but toward the end Ithe fan 
support waned and concession 
sales were horrible. In a world 
where the rich get richer, it is 
refreshing to see some degree of 
parity returning to the 
hard courts. Every game has the 
potential to be great, no matter 
who is playing; every team knows 
that on a given night, it can be 
the lead story on Sports Center; 
and every fan can justify blowing 
off his or her studying two more 
hours to take in a favorite team. 
And isn't that what it's all about? 
************ 
And now, to blow the above 
theory clear out of the water, we 
tum to the situation in the 
National Football League. It 
seemsthattheLea~eoutlawed 
parity a few years ago when it 
outlawed end-zone dancing. 
Afterthe Billsdefeatat the hands 
of the Cowboys in Super Hype 
XXVII, an obvious fact has 
become that much more glaring: 
the AFC sucks. 
Alright, it's not quite that 
bad ... but it's close. ll~e NFC 
has won the last decade's 
championships, and by LARGE 
margins. Besides Cowboys fans, 
particularly Joe Sommerville, 
who is currently negotiating a 
contract to be in the next Starter 
commercial in full-blown Dallas 
regalia, the only people to enjoy 
the latest debacle were the 
Escapefor-
• European Style Coffees • 
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• Homemade Baked Goods • 
Williamsburg Crossing 
5251 John Tyler Highway 
(804) 229-9791 
network execs who recently 
learned that Super Bowl XXVII 
was the highest-rated television 
event in history. 
My question, of course, is 
why? Why watch a game that is 
a foregone conclusion from the 
beginning, and is a full-scale 
blowout by halftime? My theory 
is that the phenomenon is akin 
to that of rubbernecking at an 
accident site; you don't want to 
see the carnage, but something 
makes you watch. 
In all fairness, there were 
positive aspects to the game. 
Don Beebe's incredible hustle 
to prevent a meaningless score 
in a meaningless game by 
running down some no-runnin', 
early-celebratin', oxygen-
needin' Dallas lineman at the 
goal line will always stand out in 
my mind as (1) the best of 
football --playing hard solely for 
pride's sake, and (2) the worst of 
football-showboating solely for 
the sake of being stupid. The 
only way that play could have 
been any better would be if it 
had turned the game around and 
caused Dallas to lose. And aside 
from the idiotic "Bud Bowl," 
the comme rcials were 
entertaining, particularly Bugs 
Bunny and the Pepsi kid who 
aspires to one day move to 
Florida and "complain about the 
government full-time." 
In retrospect, people once 
had doubts about the Super 
Bowl after the Packers beat up 
on the Raiders in 1%9, claiming 
that the NFL was simply 
superior to the AFL, and the 
yearly championship game was 
merely reinforcing that fact. It 
took a young upstart named 
WillieJoe Namath the next year 
to silence those early critiCS; who 
will be the AFC's savior this 
HEAVEN, from page 13 
pathetic monstrosity. 
After the tour, I took my 
leave of Justice Marshall. I told 
him I considered him the 
greatest lawyer who ever lived, 
even better than the one who 
represented Barrabas. He 
thanked me for the bourbon, 
and told me I wasn't so bad 
myself. Then he took an elevator 
up to the penthouse, and I took 
another down to a lower level to 
join my own roommate. I was 
time around--Browrung Nagel? 
I think not. 
Actually, with the advent of 
free agency, it is easy to envision 
a scenario in which the song 
remains the same: the top stars 
of the league want two things, 
money and a Super Bowl title. 
While all, or at least most, of the 
teams in the league can come up 
with the bucks, it is becoming 
increasingly apparent that only 
one conference's teams can 
deliver the ring. Reggie White 
might say he is interested in 
playing in Cleveland, but when 
it comes down to brass tacks, the 
Redskins or the Forty-Niners 
will have the inside track on his 
services (sorry, Rich) . 
Therefore, the league's stars 
may well begin to gravitate to 
the eli te franchises in the NFC, 
leaving the AFC even more of a 
weak sister than it already is. 
And every Super Bowl from now 
until Doomsday wi II continue to 
have all the suspense of a 
Michael Jackson video shoot. 
While the league and 
seemingly everybody else is 
making money on the game, it is 
unlikely that anything will 
change. Someday soon, 
however, the commissioner will 
see that it is time to adapt, 
perhaps by instituting a new 
playoff format wherein the best 
two teams, regardless of 
conference affiliation, will play 
in the Big Show. 
Until that day comes, 
however, the best bet is still to 
watch the Super Bowl during 
the time-outs, just to check up 
on what that wascally wabbit 
will do next, and when the game 
itself comes on, flip to a 
basketball game. 
Goodnight Paul Tagliabue, 
wherever you are. 
quite pleased. He turned out to 
be a guy who used to jam with 
Celtic Frost be fore they got big, 
and he died of an overdose. 
But, then the doctors brought 
me back to life. I went to talk to 
Pat Robertson about my 
experience, as I thought I would 
make a highIy inspirational guest 
for his show. I was certain I 
could offer him substantially 
valuable assistance in proving 
the existence of Heaven. He 
told me to go to Hell. So, I 
wrote the story down for you all 
instead. 
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Amicus computer-like rankings 
Stuttering Parrots picked to 'win, skill not a f-f-factor 
By BILL MADIGAN 
BASKETBALL: The most often asked 
question at M-W as the first week of 
February approaches is not the one posed 
by a professor at the conclusion of a 
convoluted hypo, but the one whispered 
in the hidden recesses of the law school: 
who will be the pre-season number one? 
And even though the first set of games 
will have been played by the time you 
read these prescient words, I present to 
you, unadulterated by any facts or 
research or actual game observations, 
the M-W Pre-Season Intramural 
Basketball Poll: 
Pre-Season Basketball Poll 
1. Stuttering Parrots 
2. Capital Offense 
3. Just Do It 
4. Earnest Borgnines 
5. Men's C 
6. Crimes Against Nature 
7. Sleepin' Dogs 
8. Black Letter Law 
9. 1L Court Jestors 
10. Hoops 
11. The Rockets 
12. Leftovers 
13. Ugly 
Stuttering Parrots, the 3L juggernaut, 
capture the number one spot because of 
their experience and unique, but stupid, 
name. Formed from the ruins of such 
great M-W teams as that '92 sensation, 
Excited Utterances, the Parrots have 
worked hard in the off-season to 
overcome the ravages of age, in an effort 
to go pre-season to post -season in the top 
spot. Led by perennial All-Ego Team 
membersJ oe "Broken" English and Eric 
"The Paper" Chasse, Stuttering hopes to 
bring home the trophy before being cast 
out into the cruel world of debt and 
unemployment. 
Climbing into number two is last year's 
fan favorite, SWB, now recast as Capitol 
Offense. Though the team lost two key 
players from last season, one to a career-
postponing injury and one to graduation, 
Offense picked up a new point guard in 
the off-season, and will contend for the 
top spot. Unconfirmed reports have 
Offense spanking a 3L team in a pre-
season scrimmage. Though self-
proclaimed "team scrub," Brian 
"Damage" Platnick, could not confirm 
or deny the rumor, he did vow that he 
would foul-out of as many games as 
possible. 
Last years co-rec champion, Just Do 
It, is back for another go-around. 
Undefeated last season, Just, featuring 
the Deion SandersofM-W sports, Laura 
"The Boom" Kerrigan, will prove those 
wrong who claim that co-rec teams 
shouldn't be ranked with the big boys. In 
the number four hole, bettering last year's 
pre-season rank, are the Earnest 
Borgnines. Led by Chris Knopp "'N On 
Heaven's Door, " the Borgnines are 
hoping to gain greater respect for 
themselves and their namesake. 
The first of the 1L teams comes in at 
number five. Featuring the talents of 
Brad ''Moon Rising"Wagshul andAdam 
Rafal ' Ticket," Men's C claims to be in 
a league all its own. According to the 
team's press release, Men's has found a 
way to counter the competitiveness of 
the other teams in its division: byseceding 
to form its own division. Though this 
move will force the C's to play with 
themselves, they hope this will bring them 
the undefeated season they crave. 
Rounding out the top half of the pre-
season poll is that team for all seasons, 
Crimes Against Nature. Paced by the 
underwhelming play of the team's 
spiritual leader, Kyle "Boxer" Short, 
Crimes hopes to carry over the flag 
football success onto the hard wood. 
Topping the bottom half are the Sleepin' 
Dogs, another 1L shot at M-W sports 
glory. Despite the lack of team 
experience, team captain "Welcome" 
Matt Bissanette vows that the Dogs will 
be competitive with the other M -W teams. 
Unfortunately, the M-W he was talking 
about was Mary Washington. 
David "Dim" Whitted leads the 
number eight-ranked Black Letter Law. 
Despite the team leader's intimidating 
physical-style play, a recent scouting 
report has questioned the team speed of 
Law. An unnamed source described it 
this way, "Their idea of the fast break is 
leaving the room before someone detects 
that they iust broke wind." 
The last of the lL men's team comes 
in at number nine. 1L Court J estors, led 
by George Snead "A Beer," hope to at 
least maintain their spot above the only 
M-Wwomen'steam. Speakingofwhich, 
Hoops find themselves in the number ten 
spot. Team Skipper, "Polluted" Erika 
Swecker, plans to play Mary Ann at the 
point, Ginger at the small forward 
position, and Mrs. Howell in the low 
post. 
The Rockets, Leftovers, and Ugly 
bring up the rear. The Rockets are the 
second of two M-W co-ree teams, and 
are piloted by SBA sports deity, Jason 
"Of Sam" Davis. Leftovers, the name 
says it all. As bad as some of the M-W 
teams have been, you can just imagine 
how good the Leftovers must be. Team 
captains, Jon Beyer "Flowers" and Cliff 
"Hanger" Corker,justpray that Leftovers 
aren't as bad as the number 13 team. 
Ugly is just that. Ugly's franchise player, 
Gregg "Breaking" Schwind, is suing Rec 
Sports for free agency, so he can abandon 
this sinking ship. "Breaking" Schwind 
has even offered to shave his legs if Hoops 
will let him play on their team. 
Well, that rounds out this season's 
pre-season poll. Tune in next time for an 
updated poll and game highlights of 
basketball, aswell as some puck-slapping 
floor hockey action. Team captains, don't 
forget to drop me some team highlights 
in the ole hanging file. Brad "Moon 
Rising" Wagshul did, and look at the 
rosy write-up his team got. Until next 
time, see ya' . 
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NO MONEY, from page 1 
variable up to nine percent. SLS 
loans are available at a variable 
interest rate of7.36 percent with 
a cap of 11 percent. The rate for 
Law Access Loans is now 
approximately seven percent, 
but it fluctuates frequently. 
Stafford Loan allocations are 
based on demonstrated financial 
need. The SLS and Law Access 
Loans are not need-based. 
Students will be able to 
borrow up to $18,500 through 
Stafford and SLS Loans for the 
1993-94 school year . The 
increase will greatly reduce the 
amount students will need to 
borrow from private lenders. 
Programs such as Law Access 
and LA WLOANS will reduce 
dramatically at state institutions 
like William and Mary. The 
living allowance of $8,900 per 
year for law students will 
continue for 1993-94. Students 
may appeal that budget by 
submitting a budget revision 
worksheet. Exceptions are 
made to meet the special needs 
of individuals. The Financial 
Aid Office received fewer 
requests for budget revisions this 
year. The availability ofthe new 
Graduate Housing Complex is 
one of the reasons for the 
reduction. 
The Financial Aid office in 
January 1992 conducted a survey 
of student living expenses. 
Surveys are taken every couple 
of years to gauge the accuracy of 
the estimated budget. The 1992 
mean was below $8,900. The 
survey generally showed that 
students under 30 years old have 
lower costs than those over 30. 
The living allowance for students 
over age 30 was increased to 
$9,900 this year. Director of 
Financial Aid, Edward Irish, said 
that the allowance has probably 
been too high for quite a while 
and now it is closer to reality. 
Student costs have increased 
only slightly because of the low 
inflation rate and little effect of 
the economic problems on the 
housing market in Williamsburg. 
Students may obtain loans 
through the Financial Aid Office 
for the summer law programs. 
Law Access Loans or other 
private loans are usually used 
because the money can be 
disbursed all at once. By the 
time checks would be available 
for Stafford Loans, the programs 
would be completed. Students 
must submit a separate loan 
application for the summer. 
March 15 is the final date for 
1992-93 loan requests. March 
15 is also the priority deadline 
for submission of financial aid 
forms for the 1993-94 year. 
Come see our new fonts ot the next 
meeting of the 
liM/bilg bill-1AI 
~BdnBSdal), ~Bb.lD 
~:3D in Room 119 
~~~~~~:s 
Merchant's Square · Williamsburg, VA . 253-1847 
ACCUSED, from page 1 
for requesting a public trial his 
desire not to engage in hypocri~. 
"I have made public statements 
on numerous occasions 
objecting to the practice of 'star-
chamber' justice. I could not in 
good conscience permit my own 
trial to be conducted in secret." 
Kroner also felt that having an 
open trial gave him some control 
over the "gag" imposed by 
Honor Council confidential 
procedures. "If all the facts are 
available to the public," he 
explained, "the accused has the 
opportunity to correct 
erroneous facts." 
In addition, Kroner was 
concerned that his many prior 
criticisms of the Honor Council 
and its procedures might 
influence the trial panel's 
opinion of his credibility. "I 
recognized that my statements 
have not endeared me to the 
Honor Council, and I've had 
many disagreements with 
Susanna [Broaddus] in the past. 
Although I had no reason to 
believe that anyone on the 
Honor Council harbored any 
grudges, I c.ould not afford to 
take a chance by submitting to 
secret proceedings." 
Although he claims that he 
doesn't regret his decision to 
open the proceedings, Kroner 
commented, "That decision cost 
me a lot of public 
embarrassment. I know that 
many people, who would not 
have known about the trial if it 
had been kept confidential, still 
believe I cheated on the exam." 
Materials seen on desk 
Kroner was taking the exam 
alone in the Amicus office with 
the door closed and locked when 
Ramsey asked to be allowed in 
the room to get an extra 
bluebook. When Kroner let her 
in, Ramsey observed the books 
and papers on his desk. 
Although she did not see 
whether any books or outlines 
were open, after confronting 
Kroner and hearing his 
explanation, she believed that 
the circumstances were 
sufficiently suspicious to warrant 
filing a formal accusation. As 
she summarized in her 
accusation, "[a ]nyone who goes 
out oftheir way to take an exam 
they are unprepared for, alone, 
in a locked room, with a '00-
Not-Disturb' sign on the door 
and putsfleaves materials they 
shouldn't use on a desk in front 
of them appears to me to be 
either preparing to cheat, giving 
themselves the easy opportunity 
to cheat, or oblivious to the 
honor code implications of 
anyone observing this 
preparation. " 
During the subsequent 
investigation, Kroner admitted 
to the accuracy of Ramsey's 
observations, including that his 
casebook, several commercial 
outlines, a student-prepared 
outline, and a copy of the class 
notes were on his desk. Kroner 
claimed that these materials 
were pushed to the back and 
sides of the desk, and that "[a]I1 
of the materials remained closed 
and untouched until I came back 
into the office after handing my 
exam in." He also claimed that 
he always took his exams alone 
and locked in theAmicus office, 
or previously in the Library 
typing carrels. 
The Honor Code 
Investigative Report, prepared 
by David Hopkins (2L) and 
Nancy DeLogu (2L), noted that 
there was a discrepancy between 
Kroner's and Ramsey's accounts 
of the location of the materials. 
Additionally, Hopkins and 
DeLogu reported that Kroner 
had both the exam itself--
approximately six legal pages 
long--and several bluebooks on 
the desk. 
Although pleased with the 
trial panel decision, Defense 
Counsel Gregg Schwind (3L) 
expressed the opinion that the 
case should not have warranted 
a trial. "In my honest opinion," 
said Schwind, "this case should 
not have gotten past the 
probable cause panel. In my 
view, if an accuser cannot say 
that she actually witnessed 
cheating, there should be no 
trial. " 
Schwind also emphasized 
that because of the severity of 
the penalty for Honor Code vio-
lations--presumed expulsion--
there should be an extremely 
high threshold for bringing a 
case to trial. Broaddus declined 
to comment on whether the pre-
sumed expulsion standard 
makes it too difficult to get a 
conviction. 
Defense Counsel Judy Conti 
(2L) also observed that because 
of the infrequency of Honor 
Code trials, "no one knew ex-
actly what to do. Everyone was 
very congenial and anxious to 
get to a fair result, but the par-
ticipants' roles need to be better 
defined." Conti specifically 
Kroner admits that the found the roles of the school 
circumstances observed by 
Ramsey were suspicious. "I'm 
not angry at her for confronting 
me," he explained. "It was 
logical for her to assume an 
obligation under the Code to 
confront me under those 
circumstances. I tried to be 
neutral and cooperative in 
responding to her concerns. But 
I wish she had been satisfied 
with my explanation on the 
merits and had not filed a formal 
accusation against me." 
In addition to Ramsey's 
testimony, the trial panel also 
heard testimony from 
Donaldson. At the request of 
the Honor Council investigators, 
Donaldson blindly graded the 
short-answer portion of Kroner's 
exam along with nine other 
randomly selected exams. 
Hopkins believed that the short-
answer section of the exam 
would be the easiest to cheat on 
because it tested terminology 
rather than in-depth analysis. 
The grades assigned by 
Donaldson placed Kroner's 
exam at the eighth lowest place. 
According to Kroner, 
Donaldson testified at trial that 
he found no evidence of 
cheating. 
After hearing the testimony 
of Ramsey and Donaldson, the 
trial panel granted Kroner's 
Motion to Dismiss because the 
trial prosecutor had not 
presented sufficient evidence to 
show that a violation had 
occurred. 
Code procedures flawed 
prosecutors confusing. "They 
seemed to act more as 'fact -fi nd-
ers, ' rather than prosecutors 
zealously seeking a conviction." 
Responding to Conti's ob-
servation, Broaddus explmned 
that as defined by the Honor 
Code, the role of the school pros-
ecutor is closer to that of 'fact-
finder' than of a traditional pros-
ecutor. She also indicated that a 
Comment may be added to this 
portion ofthe Code to avoid any 
confusion in the future. 
Professor ignored Council's 
decision 
According to Kroner, after 
learning which exam was 
Kroner's and regrading it with 
closer scrutiny, Donaldson in-
formed Kroner that because he 
found evidence of cheating, he 
would give Kroner an F for the 
class. Faculty are not bound by 
the findings ofthe Honor Coun-
cil and are free to award grades 
on their own judgment. Kro-
ner filed a formal appeal with 
Dean Williamson in which he 
wrote, "Professor Donaldson 
stated a lack offaith in the Honor 
System and voiced strong objec-
tions to my exam circumstances. 
I am concerned that these two 
factors made him unconsciously 
predisposed to finding evidence 
of cheating in my exam." 
On Jan. 20, before 
Williamson had made any deci-
sion on the appeal, Donaldson 
changed his mind and gave Kro-
ner a B minus for the class. 
Donaldson offered no explana-
tion for this change. 
